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John F. Holt, class of ’47 

“E di h speaks from experience when he says... xpan ing researc 

and product development at U.S. Steel mean 

tunities f lified engi ” 

tO Oe i. SE, 
_ yy Ft i #i@ ff. "iad 2 —™ a 

— CC _ ._ = 

Ce — i OOUlUD llr — .  . aC 

INGE 1952, John F. Holt has been take over responsible positions within a way into these new areas of industry.” 
Assistant Superintendent of the Coke comparatively short time. If you are interested in a challenging 

and Coal Chemicals Department at As one example, John feels that the and rewarding career with United 
United States Steel s new Fairless opportunities in his own department States Steel and feel that you can qual- 
Works in Morrisville, Pa. He started are very promising at this time. He ify, you can obtain further information 
working at U.S. Steel—as a trainee—in says, “Many important new concepts of from your college placement director. 
1947. That's a lot of progress in just five modernization and expansion in such Or we will gladly send you our in- 
years. For in his present position, John fields as the carbonization of coal and formative booklet, “Paths of Opportun- 
is responsible for both the quality and synthetic products are coming up every ity,” upon request. Just write to United 
the quantity of all coal chemicals pro- day pointing the way to extensive fu- States Steel Corporation, Personnel 
duced at the Fairless Works — about ture developments. Well-trained engi- Division, Room 1622, 525 William Penn 
8,500,000 gallons of light oils per year. neers will be in a position to lead the Place, Pittsburgh 30, Pa. 
190 hourly employees and 25 super- 

visory personnel report to him. SEE THE UNITED STATES STEEL HOUR. It’s a full-hour TV program 
Sear ecasey . . presented every other week by United States Steel. Consult your local 

But John s case of rapid advance: newspaper for time and station. 
ment is not unusual. U.S. Steel has 
always placed great emphasis upon its 
management training programs and 
has provided the kind of training that 
enables ambitious young engineers to 

AMERICAN BRIDGE . . AMERICAN STEEL & WIRE and CYCLONE FENCE . . COLUMBIA-GENEVA STEEL . . CONSOLIDATED WESTERN STEEL . . GERRARD STEEL STRAPPING . . NATIONAL TUBE 

OIL WELL SUPPLY . . TENNESSEE COAL & IRON. . UNITED STATES STEEL PRODUCTS . . UNITED STATES STEEL SUPPLY .. Divisions of UNITED STATES STEEL CORPORATION, PITTSBURGH 

UNITED STATES STEEL HOMES, INC. + UNION SUPPLY COMPANY + UNITED STATES STEEL EXPORT COMPANY - UNIVERSAL ATLAS CEMENT COMPANY 

|
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Theyre hvinga GRADUATION 

, : oe It’s not much more than a hop, skip vides the chance to learn and win recog- 

g aps and jump to Commencement. And nition while working with a close-knit 

oe S engineering seniors are getting together engineering team. 

“ee? for long talks on what they’re going to And for the record, we'd like to make 
S do after graduation. mention of GM’s incomparable re- 

a 3 sources and facilities. While each of 
Frankly, we wish we could be present ; : Feat 

ben 2 C % GM’s 35 manufacturing divisions has 
! a —— at such sessions. We’d register a few g 
® ae a Pe 5 its own, they can all draw on vast 

mei : as enthusiastic opinions of our own—on sae 
mo kee aN . ozs central research facilities. 

ee ae PS the subject of career opportunities at . 
Oe oe so General Meter: But most important, remember that 

fee, oe . GM thrives on engineering achieve- 
ao ae Fora starter, we'd point out that young ments — constantly seeks to produce 
eT ‘cE aS engineers have an admirable chance to more and better things for more people. 
Me fe follow their natural bent in a company Hence, there’s a really stimulating 
lo ah eet like GM—which manufactures products creative climate that’s ideal for men 
ae ly “oes ranging from cars and locomotives and with enthusiasm and imagination. 
1 - | earth-movers all the way to household So if d lik te 
Le => att electrical appliances. Or youl eake ‘to 'toss "your ‘mortar- a ‘Ae ° board in the ring, why not ask your 

os 7 ive On top of that, GM’s extensive decen- Placement Office to arrange an inter- 
8 es. a a a , tralization into 121 plants gives our view with our College Representative. 
Ce ere SS ae young engineers an unusually fine Meanwhile, write us for the informative 

oS. : 4 opportunity to work in locations of booklet, “The College Graduate and 
Q et y their choice. Besides, this policy pro- General Motors.” 

Viet 

ie Bh GM Positions Now Available in These Fields: 
Ngee aa } 

ee ie . SSS MECHANICAL ENGINEERING * METALLURGICAL ENGINEERING 

Cl Ge 8 ba ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING + INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING 
So 8 CHEMICAL ENGINEERING 

| =a gry. GENERAL MOTORS CORPORATION 
aes aoleg bat NY % ‘ee ON Personnel Staff, Detroit 2, Michigan 
oes Se Ul NY ee - oo ere 

NY ee Me bes hil 
Seem 7: 4 Oe BE | ema Ti! 

>. ‘Gig, . Sf A > ch ee 38s iam ON ee gap | 
> We wr ee : KT EO 
as pe ay ee % oo pinennmcnurmememmmms, Fe | nese ae 

ee ee Paint hae | UMNO Ties 
See, . nox . gf Ff Mh ON 
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Les itt, xe 

“‘IBM’s a great place me WHAT A YOUNG ENGINEER 
to work,”’ says oe SHOULD KNOW ABOUT IBM 

engineer now ‘n _— IBM is a company on the move! New ideas, new ex- 
his 8th year with oo he . oe - 

| the company ii. v pansion create exciting opportunities. 

“Eyer ear with IBM is a @ IBM has a 41-year record of steady growth. Sales 

y ye 4 r¢ r) have doubled on an average of every 5 years during 
more challenging than the em Y the past 25 
last,” says Max E. Femmer, i @ Past av: 
Development Engineer at Poughkeepsie. “It was a tre- @ IBM serves all industries, plus government and 

mendous satisfaction in 1952 to help develop IBM’s education—diversified, non-seasonal markets free of 
outstanding 701 Electronic Computer. Today, our the fluctuations of war and peace . . . your best 
projects and our work are even more interesting. Both assurance of stability and growth. 

my wife and I think IBM is a wonderful company.” @ Salaries are excellent—with advancement based on 
Mr. Femmer is Technical Administrator of the entire Elec- merit. Benefits include company-paid hospitaliza- 
tronic Data Processing Machine Development Program. tion, life insurance and retirement plans. 

IBM Introduces 
12 New Products in Year 

The 12 new products introduced in the past 12 months NEW IBM antat ma A TICALLY 

dramatize IBM’s continuing diversification. MITS A 

Ranging from the versatile “Cardatype’—a major OVER TELEPHONE CIRCUITS 

step forward in the simplification of office work—to the Instantaneous and accurate transmission of engineer- 

gigantic NORC, the most powerful electronic digital ing and research data between widely separated 
computer ever built, IBM’s products serve all indus- computer centers is now a reality, through ie 

tries plus government and education. development of the IBM Transceiver. Using ba. 

telephone and telegraph networks, the 

— Transceiver duplicates sets of > 
ee eee punched cards at remote points— Crap ip 

Pan Geist elke PE Atiee:  ad , foe Seg a an cea ae | can be used to link ote as. I 

- ac i ee plants or branches ; Nie = g 
| Va Me . / ie a 
| one nao? Be | thousands of miles | / a 
ie og eae ll, CO ] ic 
Lie a — “part I 1 

ee Cs. y 

IBM building 5 new labs FOR INFORMATION ON IBM CAREER 

By early next year, 1500 members of IBM’s engineer- OPPORTUNITIES 

ing staff will be working in five new buildings now Ask at your College Placement Office for a copy of IBM’s 

under construction (two sketched above). They will aes pane Spee ns | palit or write, giving 

be built at Poughkeepsie, N. Y., and at Glendale, N. Y. etails of your education and’ experience to: 

overlooking the Endicott Valley. W. M. Hoyt, Dept. 334 
International Business Machines Corp. 

Ability is quickly recognized 590 Madison Avenue, New York 22, N.Y. 

—and rewarded “a 
At IBM, lack of years is no handicap. Frequently, the fo oo 
soundest creative thinking comes from young minds. oo i a o eo ores 

For example, average age of the engineering team [ = | “Shoo - ees 
that developed the 701, first of IBM’s great electronic | i D PaoB | AREAL a 

computers, was ears. Oe ea 
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Looking ahead | ith Detroit Edison 

Important new addition to the engi- combination of generators, trans- vanced facilities, combined with the 

neering facilities of Detroit Edison is _ formers, lines, cables and other equip- steadily rising demands for electrical 
this huge System Analog and Net- ment, and of any variations in com- power in Detroit and Southeastern 

work Computer, bringing new speed, ponents within the system, can be Michigan, enable Detroit Edison to 

accuracy and convenience to solving determined in a fraction of the time offer young engineers an outstanding 
the problems of providing better required by conventional methods. opportunity and challenge to build 
power systems, both for today and The System Analog and Network for their own futures. 

for tomorrow. Computer, along with other advanced 

Designed and built by Detroit _ electronic equipment, such as the digi- (DEP; 
Edison engineers, this unique four- tal computer, serves Detroit Edison : for 2Dy5, <e 

ton machine reproduces in miniature engineers in a variety of fields, in- = A i 

the company’s power system, and can cluding research, system operation, For the full story of Lf é j 

be varied to simulate other power and production, planning, project and career opportunities at lL = i 

systems as well. The effect of any design engineering. . . . Such ad- Detroit Edison, simply {yy A oi 
call or write for a free F=f | Sh 
copy of this new pei 86 fy 
booklet, “Detroit “a CU Cl 
Edison Engineering.” ~~ iy 

2000 Second Avenue 

Detroit 26, Michigan 
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Steel is 2 to 3 times stronger Volume 59 APRIL, 1955 Number 7 
than gray iron TT 

Steel is 2% times as rigid as 
gray iron EDITORIAL STAFF BUSINESS STAFF 
Steel costs a third as much 
as gray iron Editor Business Manager 
So products properly de- > 
signed in steel can be manu- KneELANp Goprrey, JR., 55 Carroti Ranps, m’55 
factured at savings up to 50% 

. ' Associate Business Manager 
Assistant Editors ; 

j Rosert Koun, m’55 

WHAT MAKES Jon Baumcartner, ch’56 
Rosert Hentces, ch’56 Local Advertising Manager 

A DESIGNER Barciay GILPin, met’57 

Story Editors 
OUTSTANDING? , National Advertising Manager 

° Bon Bowanes; mS CLARENCE REWER, c’55 
Ron Parkinson, ch’55 ? 

O be successful, a designer must Dice W. > 085 Creoletien Sha 
° , Tom KaNNEMAN, €'57 , 

Tie know how to develop > Grorce Knupsen, m’55, mgr. 
products that are profitable to his . Joun Ranke, Met’56 

Copy Editors 
company. To be profitable, these Sales Staff 
products must meet competition, Butt GresEnz, ch’55 ates ine ; 

yet be manufactured for low cost. James Crarp, c'55 

By taking advantage of the bene- Photographers James BIcKNER, C58 
fits of welded steel construction, Dave DavuTerMman, ¢’55 James Rypzewskt, ch’56 

the alert design engineer has un- Jm™ Ricwaros, met’58 @ 
limited opportunities for develop- 
ing new product ideas. He can add Art Editors BOARD OF DIRECTORS 

improvements to present products, Bos Kasecunsa, cS W. K. New, Chairman 
3 5 Saba ? * make them stronger, more service- Larry McCormicx, ch’55 J. A. Gace, Faculty Adviser 

able... while actually reducing the Patrick H. Hytanp, Member- 

cost of production, as in the ex- at-large 

ample shown. Publicity i Caries C. Watson, Chemical 
Fritz Canes, m’55 Engineering 

HOW COST IS REDUCED ALAN Buack, e'57 Bruce Davinson, Civil Engineering 
eseunemueseas semen Joun C. Weser, Electrical 

= Staff : Engineering 
. .._sees_ Don Tacxe, ch’58 Howarp B. Doxe, Mechanical 

: ) Dick Tomun, ch’56 Drawing 

|r | Larry Barr, m’57 Davw J. Mack, Mining & 

L 2 ma Joun Bo.iincer, m’55 Metallurgy 

Le Cee MEMBER OF 
Lo i a ENGINEERING COLLEGE MAGAZINES ASSOCIATED 

Ro eae a Se oe Chairman: Publishers’ Representative: 

, cummavuni af Proressor THOS. FARRELL, JR. LirreLL—Murray-BARNHILL, INC. 
L | a State University of Iowa 101 Park Ave., New York 

_ Original cost $83.13 << Iowa City, Iowa 605 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago 
_ __steel design cost ~ 4 
(ERA ae <= Any article herein may be reprinted provided due credit is given, except where 

cr... yet weight is cut republication rights are expressly reserved by the author. 
from 269 Ibs. to 176 Ibs, 

. . Entered as second class matter September 26, 1910, at the Post Office at Madison, 
It will pay you to keep pace with Wisconsin, under the Act of March 3, 1879. Acceptance for mailing at a special rate 

the newest developments in steel of postage provided for in Section 1103, Act of Oct. 3, 1917, authorized Oct. 21, 1918. 
design. Latest information is in Lin- i pe 

coln Procedure Handbook of Arc Published monthly from October to May inclusive by the Wisconsin Engineering 

Welded Design and Practice. Write. Journal Association, 331 Mechanical Engineering Building, Madison 6, Wisconsin. 

THE LINCOLN ELECTRIC COMPANY seein ee 
CLEVELAND 17, OHIO $1.00 PER YEAR ‘ SINGLE COPY 25c 

THE WORLD'S LARGEST MANUFACTURER OF 
ARC WELDING EQUIPMENT SESSSSSSSSSSSYyYy>_q_eEeEeEeSSa=—= 
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The Student Engineer’s Magazine 

FOUNDED 1896 

_Aebieles 
Page 

THE BIG WIND... .... 2... 1 1 1 ee ee by Stephen K. Carter, m’56 12 
The story of wind tunnels: their design and their importance to the aviation industry which is now 
exploring the unpredictable characteristics of high speed aircraft. 

PETROCHEMICALS... . . 2... 2 1 1... ee ee by Leland R. Briggs, ch’56 14 
An article on the products (such as cosmetic bases, orlon, plastic tablecloths, etc.) of an industry which 
has grown in 25 years from insignificance. Today the petrochemical industry produces 25% of all 
chemicals. 

WHAT'S AN ENGINEER WORTH? . . . . .. . . . . . . by Emeritus Dean M. O. Withey 19 
The author presents a WSPE committee’s report on its findings on engineering salaries. They feel that 
better pay is needed for experienced men and that more efficient use of our available technical men 
would show definite results. 

WHAT GUIDES THE GUIDED MISSILES? . . . . . . . . . . . . by Richard W. Groth, e’55 20 
A description of the method of control of those marvelous machines-guided missiles. 

ICE BOATING... 1... we ee ee. by Bjorn J. Thompson, m’57 24 
The principles governing the action of an ice boat are discussed by Mr. Thompson. 

LAY THAT SLIDE RULE DOWN .......... .. .. . . by Professor Paul J. Grogan 28 
“Fun with Squares, or Boppers Aghast” is a discussion of the peculiarities Prof. Grogan has found in 
the characteristics of squares. It is the second excerpt from his “. . Slide Rule . .” paper. 

Departments 

Page Page 
EDITORIAL . . ... 2... SCIENCE HIGHLIGHTS 

uw a . edited by Carl Burnard 48 WSPE. . . . . . . edited by Bob Elton 34 ee y CANCE DY POD LON SO YOU THINK YOU'RE SMART by Sneedly 59 
ENGINE EARS .. . . by Ron Schroeder 40 STATIC. ..... eee 60) 

CAMPUS NEWS . . edited by Bob Hentges 41 MEET THE AUTHORS . . by Fritz Callies 62 

Cover 

Shown on the cover is one row of reinforced concrete bases for the long roof arches which will soon curve 
above the University of Wisconsin Athletic Practice Building. The building, now under construction, will be 
400 feet long and 190 feet wide. The graceful arches will support a thin concrete shell roof reinforced with 
steel mesh. The arches provide a building which is completely free of interior supports—Dave Dauterman Photo. 

Frontispiece 

Headed for the Mesabi Range in Minnesota and a multimillion dollar taconite project, this bottom shell for 
one of the world’s largest gyratory crushers is shown leaving the Allis-Chalmers plant in Milwaukee. 

Weight of this single piece casting is 251,500 pounds, while that of the assembled crusher will be 1,250,000 
pounds. When in operation later this year, the crusher will reduce any chunk of taconite that will enter its 
5-ft opening down to 10 inches or smaller at a rate of 3,500 tons per hour. 

Two 60-ton cranes operating in tandem through a 130-ton equalizer bar were needed to load the shell to 
a depressed center railway flat car.—Photo Courtesy Allis-Chalmers. 

a ————————————— EEEE__— SSE 
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ne tee ONLY IRC MAKES SO MANY 
_ BASIC REQUIREMENTS | JAN AND MIL TYPE RESISTORS 
| JAN and MIL Specifications are basic | 
|.) guideposts for electronic advance | . . 

| ment, whether used as engineerng |  . . . another reason why engineers prefer IRC Resistors 
| reference points or os procurement 

| standards. IRC’s dual emphasis on . . . . 
Eg Siam bemection ont exading atte) 56 different IRC resistors is today’s figure—all equiva- 
Q assures highest performance standards” ot * «: 

at lowest possible cost. lent to JAN or MIL specifications. Manufacturers of 

| SPECIFIC EXAMPLES 2 military equipment who must meet these specifications 

oe ODED -.| depend on IRC for all their resistor requirements. 
| See aes : "Offering the widest line of resistors in the industry— 

ype BT Insulated Composition Resistors ; ‘ ‘+ « : 

| MILR-IA Specification + ~=—«L38 different types in all—IRC is the logical source of 

| zz | JAN and MIL type units. 
Th _ Yo 

| [se ss _ 
|< IRC Power Wire Wound Resistors’ 

MIL-R-26B Specification _ 

SE —— INTERNATIONAL 
fi 1 od 

Type BW Low Wattage Wire Wounds 

ts JAN-R-184 Specification RES | STA N C E C 0 . 

: : Gz ee 401 N. Broad St., Phila. 8, Pa. 

5 S Seuled Preckion Valimeler Multiples Wherever the Circuit, Say ww In Canada: International Resistance Co., Toronto, Licensee 

(5. JAN:R-29 Specification = 
rr Csstidsaié 
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Paine oe these nine schools for electrical, mechanical, ARO ii 

pea industrial and general engineering talent. PENN STATE 
FF Ee Experience has taught us they provide consistently . 

* ©] high calibre men for our design, production / A ; 
. . . sh 

and sales engineering assignments. | iad : 

Experience also has shown that those who join us ee ie Fa sa Foe cd 
. : “ia ee 

find Square D a mighty good company to be with. ee a 
: : . we aia tie 

Most of these men are still with us, growing ; Cee oi), 

and prospering with the constantly GEORGIA TECH 

expanding electrical industry. | Ce. al 

Why not let us tell you more about SquareD | ee = “a 
. and whi e ? ao ey oe ot and what we have to offer ieee ass Lat 

Hier setae 20 28 att em 

if the Coupon aie! 
OHIO STATE 

We'd like to send you a brochure, © 7 Oe 
. . . . | Square D Company, Dept. SA I 

“Your Engineering Career.” It gives the simple rules | 6060 Rivard Street, Detroit 11, Michigan I 

to follow in selecting an engineering career. | Vd like a copy of Square D’s brochure, | 
| “Your Engineering Career I 
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Vow ts the Trove oe 8 

It sure would be nice to have a few clocks in the ME building. Student ME’s in thermo 
lab always know the time—there are two clocks in that room. The Electrical Engineering 
building is loaded with clocks; there’s no excuse for being late for class there! But the Mechani- 
cal Engineering building?—no Sir. For some reason the place has none. Sure would be nice to 
have a few, though. 

The Puvncduntes of the Campus are the 

Doundsavies of the Lahe 2 8 

Did you ever walk to a class on the engineering campus from the Memorial Library? Many 
students walk that far, and farther, every day. It’s about a mile walk for many of them. Then 
notice the plans laid out for future University expansion. Where will the new buildings be placed— 
farther west! The Madison Campus is already over twice as long as it is wide, but the plans con- 
template more westward expansion. Pretty soon a 25 minute break between classes will be needed. 

True, the Campus would be kept near the lake under this plan. It’s also true that, were it 
expanded to the south, the Milwaukee Road right-of-way and heavily traveled University Ave- 
nue would cause even more pedestrian crossing difficulties. Another, and perhaps the biggest, 
reason for not expanding to the south is this: the University now owns land to the west, but has 
been unable so far to get the Regents’ ok to purchase land south of University Ave. It seems that 
there has been opposition from a Madison faction which doesn’t want this area, between Uni- 
versity, Regent, Randall, and Park Streets, taken off the city’s tax rolls. - 

Many feel, however, that the problems stated here can be solved and that the Campus can 

still be enlarged in the logical direction—to the south. If adopted, this plan would keep between- 

class time to a minimum and would tend to hold down student use of autos. The Campus would 

become one impressive area instead of a long, strung out line of buildings. 

The solution is yet to be found, but many do hope that it lies to the south. 

Time to Reclothe . . . | 
The “Levi” Factory must be doing a booming business these days. More and more you see 

them on the engineering campus. They really don’t give the neat, business-like appearance all 

engineers want to have. Some apparently feel it's the thing to wear, but this feeling isn’t shared 

by very many; you can bet your last dollar on that. Actually ‘tans’ are no more expensive, but 
they add a lot to a person’s appearance. 

Here’s to a better-looking bunch of engineers who leave their Levi’s at home! 

K. A. G. 
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LEONARDO DA VINCI’S PEDESTRIAN IDEA 

Each time the wheels turned, a bean dropped to a container below the axle. a 

Then Leonardo counted the beans and multiplied by the wheel circumference ~~) 

to learn how far he'd walked. a 
Even New Departure ball bearings couldn't do much for Leonardo's simple A iy Y ‘ | 

pedometer. But if Leonardo were designing one of today’s complex instru- e | . Lasai 

ments, he'd call on New Departure for ball bearings. That's because New o = oe © y 

| Departures bring about such advantages as low starting torque and even 4 = (3 LJ , 

lower running friction, precise location of moving parts at all speeds, compact — oe ro 

design, long life with almost no upkeep. Besides, New Departure’s research — —. . as | 

and manufacturing facilities are unmatched. _ | : a E oT 

No wonder engineers everywhere call on New Departure for the finest in 2 2 . = 2 a 4 

instrument ball bearings. — = S = . A 

NEW DEPARTURE © DIVISION OF GENERAL MOTORS @ BRISTOL CONNECTICUT . & os” ls a a 

NN 0 ae (= 
| -~\\\\ oe ee if 

| AHF : <<. _ 
Wee qi’ ii as . 

TK A} BALL BEARINGS I A fod 
ane ey Automatic gram-centimeter torque tester measures starting 

torque characteristics of New Departure instrument ball 
bearings. Like many of the ultra-precise devices used in bearing 
manufacture, this torque tester was largely developed by 

NOTHING ROLLS LIKE A BALL New Departure. 
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: Research and Development 

i Physicists and engineers at Lockheed Missile Systems 
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| } i 
t Missile Systems Division scientists and engineers discuss a new missile : 
i systems concept in light of tactical requirements. Left to right: 
: Dr. H. H. Hall, nuclear physicist; I: H. Culver, systems development 
: division engineer; Dr. R. J. Havens, research scientist; W. M. Hawkins, 

chief engineer; Dr. Ernst H. Krause, nuclear physicist and director of 
research laboratories; S. W. Burriss, experimental operations division 
engineer; Ralph H. Miner, staff engineering division engineer; and 

: Dr. Eric Durand, nuclear physicist. 

Continuing developments are creating new i 
positions for those capable of significant contributions 
to the technology of guided missiles. : 

Liblad MISSILE SYSTEMS DIVISION 

research and engineering staff 

LOCKHEED AIRCRAFT CORPORATION + VAN NUYS, CALIFORNIA



WIND TUNNELS ARE PLAYING A NEW AND LARGER 

ROLE IN THIS ERA OF SUPERSONIC SPEEDS 

by Stephen K. Carter, m’56 

The problems created by the increase in speed of vision for guided return of the air to the test section. 

airplanes to the sonic and supersonic ranges have led Except for a few special purposes this type is not used. 

to a great increase in the number, locations, sizes, air The common Prandtl, Gottingen, or return-flow type 

speeds, operating conditions, and functions of wind tunnel provides a continuous path for the air. This type 

tunnels. Wind tunnels save time and expense by the — usually provides a single rectangular or circular return 

reduction of flight testing, which is costly in time and channel for the air. There are also a few double- and 

money and also in pilot’s lives. annular return tunnels in operation. 

Further identification may be made by the cross- 

Use of Models sectional form of the test section, commonly called the 

Wind tunnels are primarily used in tests of scale jet. It may be rectangular, octagonal, circular, elliptical 

models, since a model, under such conditions as to pro- or a modification of any of these forms. Also the jet 

duce the same Reynolds and Mach numbers as its full ™#Y be completely walled in, called a closed jet, or it 

scale counterpart, will have forces, moments and flow may be a completely open space, called an open-jet, 

patterns that can be directly scaled. In most cases with air flowing freely from the entrance cone to the 

models are adequate for high quality research, and if exit Cone, 

they are not means can be devised to make them work. The induction trans- or supersonic-type tunnel re- 

Increased pressure can be used to build the Reynolds sembles the Prandtl wind tunnel except that down- 

number. Also gases with properties different from those stream from the test section it employs an annular slot 

of air reduce the speed of sound. For example, the which emits high pressure air or steam into the stream. 

substitution of Freon 12 for air increases the Mach and The use of dry steam has proved most successful due 

Reynolds numbers by factors of 2.5 and 3.6 respec- 0 the tremendous pressures that modern boilers can 

tively. produce. 

The Eiffel or open-circuit type wind tunnel is gen- Supersonic tunnels are of two main types, intermit- 

erally a venturi-shaped contraction cone, with no pro- tent and continuous. The intermittent tunnels consist 
of the “Blowdown” type, where high pressure air is 

; . stored in pressure tanks and then exhausted through 

lis 1 ven otha mor cen the MeDonoel wed the jet, and the “Suckdown” or indraft type, where 
Note the size of the men inspecting the braces. pressure vessels are evacuated and then the intake is 

—Courtesy McDonnell Aircraft Corporation directed through the jet. Naturally a combination of 

ae yo the two systems brings even higher Mach numbers due 

oe i | to the increased pressure differential. 

“eo ts Y The continuous types are basically the same as the 

i. me a subsonic tunnels. The main difference is a decrease in 

ne {1 . |e the jet static pressure to well below atmospheric 

/ > i * pressure. 

a | ne ay Design of Supersonic Tunnels 

et i . al : “ The main design changes between the sub- and 

~~ Lp “Alin th 4 7 . supersonic tunnels are: the need for a contracting- 

\ afi Dy : expanding nozzle, since sonic velocity can occur only 

a, A ee at a minimum section in the duct; and avoiding con- 

aa ee! Me densation due to the great drop in temperature (90° F 

Se i at Mach 1.0; 230° F at Mach 2.0) caused by expansion 

oe = 2s through the nozzle. This can be done either by per- 

oe ~ = mitting tunnel temperatures to rise or by drying the 

es Sapee tunnel air. 
oe a 
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The difficulties increase many fold when the Mach wil , ee 1 ] te Ce 
number reaches the hypersonic range (greater than , P pss) ME an enfin 
Mach 5.0). The greatest problem is that caused by the a KE hens » i 
temperature and pressure change with the Mach num- r pg?” [APD SS 
ber, which results in liquification of unheated air. Also P Eg I KB ‘— et oe 
the power requirements become enormous in the FR ze gk At 2 e AG =J (aie va 
hypersonic range. 3 Ae oo e ot f Pie eo 

a tec 3 ue Ra Ses 
5 ‘ sage ON eRe et E Ls wer FN ASS Ss 

Location of Testing Facilities 1 % aa (Pee S| | Lom Bx OS 
SS Sree aso EM Re 

There are about 200 wind tunnels in the United ot h ae ge ya EES CE Sif 

States today. These are evenly divided between sub- Bo lis eer popes A E ee P| 

sonic, and trans- and supersonic. About 30 of these Oe Rares So Be ae 

tunnels are located at 17 universities for classroom in- ot Me Neen se ale 4 
struction and research. The test sections ran as large Se oe Gee a 
as 8 by 12 ft. in the subsonic range and Mach numbers 

46 hish-< —Boeing Photo 
tange:as high as 10+. Fig. I1.—This cutaway view shows details of the modified 

Privately Owned Tunnels. Most aircraft and engine Boeing wind tunnel. The two-stage fan describes a 24-foot circle, 
forcing air past the 18-foot-diameter nacelle, around two turns 

manufacturers have at least one tunnel. These tunnels and into the test section. 
range in size from 4.5 by 5 in. to 8 by 12 ft. The out- 

standing example of a privately owned test facility is ye centers: Langley Aeronautical Laboratory, Langley, 
the Edmund T. Allen Memorial Aeronautical labora- Virginia; Ames Aeronactical Laboratory at Moffet 

tory of the Boeing Airplane Company, Seattle, Wash- Field, San Francisco; and the Lewis Flight Propulsion 
ington (see Fig. II). The original tunnel was powered Laboratory, near Cleveland. 

by an 18,000 hp motor and developed speeds up to Langley’s buildings house 20 tunnels, mostly special 
700 mph. Recent addition of a 36,000 hp motor Pro” purpose like the 5 ft Free-Flight Tunnel. The largest 
vides a total of 54,000 hp, and speeds up to Mach 12 ig 2 60 by 30 ft full scale tunnel with speeds up‘ to 
have been attained. The tunnel 1s @ semi-closed system 120 mph. Four transonic and five supersonic tunnels, 
with a jet size of 8 by 12 ft. This is the largest privately ith speeds up to Mach 10, are in operation or under 
owned test facility in the world. construction. 

In one case five aircraft companies: Douglas, Lock- The Ames Laboratory is equipped with nine high- 

heed, North American, McDonnel, and Convair, have speed tunnels. The largest is a full scale tunnel with 
formed the Southern California Co-operative Wind , 49 by 80 ft. elliptical jet. Speeds up to 250 mph have 
Tunnel operated by the California Institute of Tech- een attained, very high for so large a tunnel. In addi- 

nology. This tunnel is a Prandtl type with a jet size tion to several smaller tunnels, Ames has four large 
of 8 by 12% ft. and velocities up to Mach 1.2. tunnels with drives totaling 422,000 hp. 
NACA. The outstanding factor in the wind tunnel The Lewis Flight Propulsion Laboratory is prin- 

business is the National Advisory Committee for Aero-  cipally for engine research. The laboratory is equipped 

nautics (NACA). The NACA operates three wind tun- (Continued on page 58) 
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ONCE WASTED, THE BYPRODUCTS OF GASOLINE REFINING 

NOW ACCOUNT FOR 25% OF U. S. CHEMICAL PRODUCTION 

| by Leland R. Briggs, Ch’56 

It was in the year 1855 that crude oil was first dis- It was not long until the economy minded engineers 
covered in America. It was found in a pool near Titus- and executives of the firms utilizing petroleum as a 
ville, Pennsylvania. In the same year a group of men, raw material became interested in the possibilities of 

interested in the commercial possibilities of this petro- recovery of materials from the discarded wastes. In 
leum, visited Benjamin Sillman, Jr., a professor at Yale the years following 1900, men from these firms and 

College. They requested and received the first scien- others began to experiment with these wastes. In 1912 
tific analysis of petroleum. As a result of his analysis, scientists were working with naphthenic acids extracted 

Professor Sillman made the following statement: from crude oil to determine their properties, amounts 

“my experiments prove that nearly the whole of the available, and uses. Even as late as 1925, however, a 

raw product may be manufactured without waste.” complete list of chemicals actually manufactured from 
In the years following the discovery, many uses were petroleum amounted to only four products, three 

developed for the low boiling, lighter fractions of chlorinated hydrocarbons and iso-propyl alcohol. 

petroleum. One of the most important uses was as a 
i a « E as . Although the petrochemical industry arose from 
fuel for the newly developed internal combustion en- 1 b d t has developed itself h 

gine. Heavier, more viscous fractions were used as petro! she The oe it ae hE Ope ete © rae 

lubricants and the by-products were discarded. It was ee ele me’ wile a ©. OU i a, Heed: me e 
from these discarded and forgotten by-products that ™@™ acture ° taki PEO! Ae bei em er a8 is a 
the petrochemical industry arose. ing; our nationa abits anc is Dringing un reamed. 

potentialities to the chemist and businessman. To give 

“Mylar” polyester film, one of the newest products of Du Pont some idea of the extent of the petrochemical industry 
research, has an unusual combination of physical, electrical, today, of its past, and its future, the following data has 
chemical and thermal properties which make it suitable for a b tabulated 

wide variety of industrial uses. Among these is covering for een tabulated. 

acoustical tile. Acoustical tile made with “Mylar” is easily washed 

with soap and water and the color remains brilliant for years. Pounds 
Petrochemicals 

RRS Vy Ee GE a Date Produced 
ype ec VG Nese at BRN ae faa es a ange SE AY Se geaneee wee = 19258 eee cece eceeeseeseeees — 150,000 
SEER Fe feo een are oe 19492 2,000,000 Sheet Cha ace SA ag 8 a ee eee Ge eee 2,000, 
AG ieee oe Eka dey a 1952? eee cee cece seeeeseess+ 16,000,000 
agesel ~ Sea ee Oe 1962 (EST.)2 .. 2.0 c ccc eeeeeeeseee ess 64,000,000 

BU Oh 
F NS Dae hg Oo ae deme In 1925 less than 0.1% of all organic chemicals were 

: Fi eR NE Fre ES es hana ‘ 
a... ee el) ah ea CG petroleum derivatives. In 1946, 28% of all organic 

RI PS Og i I ee a . 
j OSE ae . So chemicals were derived from petroleum. In 1952, 25% 
pS as sega fe AG To a HR 8 8 es a . . . . . 

- ‘ vai Pega s Leaf ae of all chemicals, both organic and inorganic, made in 
= Wikies NP eS ‘ . 2 

ee Bas SES ee Be : oe the United States were petrochemicals. In 1952 scien- 
eS pe eg ne ee F ack Pe AS oS fe oe tists and chemists knew some 500,000 compounds 

ees) See iS ef ee ie a which could be made from petroleum and were dis- 
Pre BE ee . os . + 
ey, ME os ee covering more everyday. All this information is best 

ok ee es en : % i a ih Ay a Wee summed up by this statement: “Perhaps the most im- 
od , oe 4 Co portant industrial development of the past several 
A E eae : 7 ~~ decades, petrochemistry is setting the pace in the fast 

i pe ; = + advancing age of chemistry.” 

a ns ‘4 wee The production of petrochemicals today is divided 

ei |g. into several processes, no one of which is completely 
Pe. 7. yg independent of the others, but is instead, integrated 

- © Ngee < hall with them to give furnished products of high quality, 
; Bo U4) iy b oe Wy Ce purity, and usefulness. Hydrocarbons in petroleum vary 

bs, Picale — fg we i Be greatly in composition from methane (CH,). to high 
AC os 4 = -— molecular weight compounds. Many petroleums are 
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Fluid Catalytic Cracking Unit at Standard Oil of Indiana’s Whiting Refinery. Some of the products of the 
petroleum refining done here are used to make petrochemicals. 

paraffinic. That is the carbon atoms are connected in The thermal cracking of ethane and propane to pro- 
chains. Others are naphthenic and aromatic in char- duce ethylene is another important process. Ethylene 
acter. In these, the ends of the carbon chains are con- was previously only available in limited quantities 
nected together to form rings. Rings containing five or since it was principally recovered from refinery gas 
six carbon atoms seem to be the most stable. By the steams. Now it is becoming increasingly important due 
use of thermal and catalytic cracking, alkylation, to its availability. 
hydrogenation, dehydrogenation, polymerization, oxi- In catalytic cracking high temperature is still im- 
dation, and halogenation, hydrocarbons and substituted portant, but in order to speed a reaction a catalyst is 
hydrocarbons of almost any structure can be produced. added to the process. Many catalysts can be added to 

One of the most important processes for a company _ the process and each one does a specific thing to a 
engaged in the production of petrochemicals is crack- specific reaction. Catalysts can cause swifter reactions, 
ing. There are two types of cracking, thermal and more complete reactions, or more selective reactions. 
catalytic. Cracking can be defined as the fragmentation Alkylation is another process which is important in 
or splitting of hydrocarbons by the use of temperature the petrochemical industry. Much importance was at- 
or catalyst to form new, lower molecular weight com- _ tached to it during the Second World War because the 
pounds. This process makes possible the production products obtained were used in aviation gasoline. 
of thousands of new compounds which would other- Alkylation is usually the reaction of iso-butane or other 
wise not be available for use. saturated hydrocarbons with unsaturated alkenes or 

One process for thermal cracking of hydrocarbons is aromatic ring structures to produce branched hydro- 
the Wulff process. In this process the crude petroleum carbons having properties which make them suitable 
is diluted with steam. The plant is operated at pres- for base stocks for blending aviation gasolines. 
sures below atmospheric so that the partial pressure Alkylation can be carried out at either high tempera- 
of each reactant is low. The reactants are heated to ture and pressure or low temperature and pressure 
2100° F. If the proper petroleum is used, the end using a variety of catalysts. Sulfuric acid (H,SO,), hy- 
product in this reaction is acetylene. This then has droflouric acid (HF) and aluminum chloride (A1C1,) 
become an important process since previously acety- are the most common catalysts. 
lene could only be made in an electric furnace using The alkylation of isobutane and ethylene under the 
calcium carbide as a starter. influence of high temperature and pressure gives neo-  ° 
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Du Pont’s new “Mylar” polyester film emerges in a continuous sheet at the end of the manufacturing at the Circleville, 

Ohio, plant. It is then wound on large mill rolls, which are later slit in widths from 1/2 inch to 54 inches. The film is carried 

on overhead conveyors to the shipping room. 

hexane, better known to the public as victane. Victane dehydrogenation. Dehydrogenation is exactly what it 

was one of the main components of British aviation says. It is the removal of hydrogen from molecules in : 

gasoline during the Second World War. The reaction order to produce new molecules having entirely differ- | 

of iso-butane and propylene using aluminum chloride ent properties. This process can be induced in several 

as a catalyst produces iso-heptanes. Iso-heptanes are ways but is generally done in the presence of a catalyst. | 

used in ordinary motor fuels. The hydrocarbons pro- Dehydrogenation of butane and normal butylene gives 

duced by alkylation in these examples are longer butadiene, the all important chemical in the manufac- 

chained and branched. In general it will be found that ture of GR-S rubber. Styrene, the other chemical im- 

this is the case. portant in the manufacture of GR-S rubber is made 

Alkylation of naphthalene with olefins of high by the dehydrogenation of ethylbenzene. In that reac- 

molecular weights, produced in the cracking of paraffin tion iron oxide is used as a catalyst. 

waxes, gives a lubricating oil pour point depressant Fractions of petroleum containing cyclohexane and 

and improver. Uses such as the ones previously men- methylcyclohexane are dehydrogenated to produce the 

tioned caused the production of alkylates to rise as important petrochemicals benzene and toluene respec- 

high as 150,000 barrels per day during the Second _ tively. Ketones such as acetone are produced by pass- 

World War. ing alcohols over a copper-zinc catalyst at a high 

Hydrogenation and dehydrogenation are important temperature. 
processes to the petrochemical concern. One process is Polymerization, the forming of long chain molecules 

exactly the reverse of the other. Hydrogenation is of with high molecular weights, is another important 

use in altering hydrocarbon structures. Direct hydro- process in the petrochemical industry. In polymeriza- 

genation of olefins produces the corresponding paraf- tion relatively low molecular weight compounds are 

fins. It also gives partially or completely hydrogenated reacted with themselves or with other compounds. 

ring structures if aromatics are used as starting Many of these reactions are catalytically controlled. 

materials. Many times a catalyst such as nickel or pal- Some of the most important catalysts are phosphoric 

ladium is used in the hydrogenation to induce the acid (H,PO,), and aluminum chloride (A1C1,). The 

reaction to go faster. products obtained have a variety of properties. The 

Destructive hydrogenation is used to increase the Outstanding ones are high viscosity of liquid products 

yield of low boiling hydrocarbons from crude oil and and toughness of solid products. 

to alter the composition of heavier portions. This is Extensive polymerization of iso-butylene yields 

useful since better gasoline is made from lower boil- products which are either very viscous liquids or solids. 

ing, more combustible fractions of the crude oil. Copolymerization of iso-butylene with a small amount 

Many important petrochemicals are produced by (Continued on page 44) 
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FOR UNLIMITED OPPORTUNITY... 
JOIN THE TEAM THAT BUILDS THE F-100 
North American's new F-100 Super Sabre is the supersonic result of engineering minds 
designing where opportunity is unlimited. The same opportunity exists for you... . because 
North American knows your future is important to aviation’s future... that your talent 
and training are vitally needed to help design tomorrow's aircraft. 

North American needs men with vision and a thorough technical background 
to help create and shape the new ideas which will build the advanced aircraft and 
aircraft components needed to assure America’s future in the air. 

Engineers at North American also find opportunities in the expanded programs in atomic 
energy, rocket engines, advanced electro-mechanical equipment and guided missiles. When 
the time comes for you to enter the engineering profession, consider the well-paid careers 
at North American. Write for information concerning your future in the aircraft industry. 

Contact: Your college placement office or write: Employment Director, 

5701 West Imperial Highway 12214 South Lakewood Blvd. North American Aviation, Inc. 
Los Angeles, Calif. Downey, Calif. Columbus 16, Ohio. 

ANS 
ENGINEERING AHEAD FOR A BETTER TOMORROW 

— 7 ORTH AMERICAN AAVIATION, INC. 
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A WHIRLPOOL SPIRALS into the inlet of a model pump. This unique picture shows 
how air, a common cause of pumping trouble, was carried into the pump in. . 

Some time ago, the report reached us that two The solution came with experimentation. A simple 

Worthington vertical turbine pumps installed by one baffle arrangement in a side channel eliminated the 

of our customers weren't working right. They deliv- whirlpool—and the trouble-making air. 

ered plenty of water, but vibrated badly and burned Chasing the gremlins from pump installations like 

out bearings. this, boosting the efficiency of heat transfer in air 

The customer asked us to find the trouble fast. conditioners, developing better seals for pumps and 

After checking we knew the pumps were okay, so compressors — these are all in the day’s work for 

Worthington Research had to answer him. Worthington’s busy research engineers. At Worth- 

First thing we did was build a one-tenth scale ington, research ranks right alongside engineering, 

model of the customer's installation. The photo production, and sales to develop better products for 

shows what happened when we started pumping. all industry. 
A whirlpool immediately formed between the water For the complete story of how you can fit into the 

surface and the pump inlet. Air, trapped in the whirl- Worthington picture, write F. F. Thompson, Mgr., 

pool and carried into the pump, was the villain in Personnel & Training, Worthington Corporation, 

the case. Harrison, New Jersey. 4.25 

See the Worthington representative when he visits your campus 
See the Worthington 

Corporation exhibit in crate. WORTHINGTON informative display of 
product developments j = 
for industry, business and SSS] ee 
the home. Park Avenue SS oO h ss Nice — 
and 40th Street. ZZ MDP EROS 

When you're thinking of a good job —think high—think Worthington 

AIR CONDITIONING AND REFRIGERATION + COMPRESSORS + CONSTRUCTION EQUIPMENT + ENGINES + DEAERATORS + INDUSTRIAL MIXERS 
LIQUID METERS - MECHANICAL POWER TRANSMISSION + PUMPS + STEAM CONDENSERS + STEAM-JET EJECTORS + STEAM TURBINES + WELDING POSITIONERS



W hat’ Engi W orth? ats an Engineer Worth: 

by Emeritus Dean M. O. Withey 

i k es a Morton O. Withey, TABLE I 

- a a Emeritus Dean of the Number 
LJ ae ue a : ] U. W. College of En- of ; Monthly Salaries Offered in Dollars 
, _ | | gineering, came to Wis- Firms Location Range Average 

\ ate | Consin in 1905 with de. 78 Out of State ...... 831 to 415 367 
ad Mi grees of BS and CE 12 In State ..........335 to 390 353 

‘. =) 7 from Darthmouth. He . 5 . . . 
ey was Dean of the College Students with a Master’s degree in engineering are 

* of Engineering from being offered from $35 to $50 per month more than 
1946 to 1952, prior to those with a Bachelor’s degree. Those engineering stu- 

A which he was Chairman dents who are receiving a Ph.D. degree are being 

S y . of the Mechanics De- offered on the average $550 to $575 per month. 

y partment. He has writ- So anxious are companies to obtain options on the 
ten several texts on services of engineering graduates that about ninety 

strength of materials, per cent of the companies are offering positions with- 

drawing on his vast out regard to the military status of the student despite 

knowledge gained in 27 years as head of the Univer- the fact that about 80 per cent of the graduates face 
sity’s materials testing laboratory. a military experience in the near future. Of the men 

Withey is an active member of ASTM, ASEE, ACI, who return from service, nearly 80 per cent are going 
NSPE, and WSPE, and has had numerous positions back to companies with which they were previously 

and honors in these organizations. He is interested in associated. 
camping and golf, and is a member of the Madison 

Rotary! Club. Salaries in State and Federal Services 

The Wisconsin Highway Commission has made no 

This report is confined to a brief review of the overall changes in its salary scales since last year; but 
engineering salaries which have come to the atten- Mr. Astell, who has recently retired from the position 
tion of the W.S.P.E. committee on Fees and Classi- of personnel officer, reports that whereas the initial 

fication. The information is herewith transmitted salary offered at the Engineer I level is only $337 per 
to the membership of the society and certain rec- month, including bonus, the Commission has provided 
ommendations are made which it is hoped will be some fringe benefits which make the positions in the 
beneficial to both the profession and the public. lower brackets more attractive. These benefits are more 

rapid promotions, pay for overtime, reasonable travel 
allowance, and a sound training program for beginners. 

Offers to Graduating Engineering Students Mr. Astell stated that there isn’t much wrong with the 

Last year attention was called to salaries being —_ salaries m ye eee ia Ont ths - dj 
offered to inexperienced graduating students, and com- and’, he pointe out That these Beginners are cls: 

couraged from continuing in the highway service by 

parisons “were Sho! size bativesis thessalary scales of the evidence of inadequate financial compensation 
beginning engineers and those given to persons of ele os : i ‘ d 

: It was pointed out that whereas the begin. which is presently being given to experienced per- 
eee ein a : reas i om sonnel within the organization. His data show that 

for engineers oh ine a Sein of expenienoa Wisconsin a lower salaries in most of the nee 
were for the:most part enitirely ion low. grades than is paid for like services in adjoining states. 

Consequently he stated that salaries for the position 

In this connection information from the University of chief engineer ($875 per month), for departmental 
of Wisconsin’s placement officer, Professor Henry G. heads Grade VI ($687-827 per month), for Grade V | 

Goehring, indicates the following starting salaries are ($637—-757 per month), and for Grade IV ($542-637 per 

presently being offered by interviewers to graduating month) should all be increased. 
senior engineers. (Continued on page 50) 
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The Nike, the first supersonic anti-aircraft missile that can track and destroy an enemy target regardless of weather or 
evasive action. The liquid-fueled missiles are 20 feet long and one foot in diameter. A booster rocket, which compromises the 

lower portion of the missile as it stands in firing position, detaches when the missile is in flight powered by its own rocket engine. 
Though a valuable defense weapon, the Nike’s high cost and short (15 miles) range limit its use. 
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One June 13, 1944, the Nazi regime unveiled an age 
of new warfare techniques with the launching of the 
Vergeltungswaffe ¢1—Revenge Weapon #1. It screamed ' 
into London apparently uncontrolled and loose, but in / : 
reality it was closely subjected to the wishes of its Ger- / 
man creators. It was the first war-molded guided a / 4’ : | 

missile. a e FF 
Since then guided missile research the world over a . : N ; _ . , 

has led to missiles that can sense the heat of a man’s ol. es body from a distance of a quarter mile; that can track _ al. 
a plane flying at supersonic speeds at 30,000 feet of -— 8 _ — | altitude and bring it to earth; that can fly, unmanned _ . [ik -— 
by humans, a distance of 2500 miles and strike a pre- _ | a . SF 
determined area with a radius of accuracy of a few oe | a : — miles. NATO forces in Western Europe are now bol- a - = | io. a 
stered with the U. S. Air Force B-61 Matador, a pilot- a 2 > 2 _ ie less aircraft designed for long range use. Nests of Nike oe oF | A. oe supersonic anti-aircraft rockets encircle Washington, eee ll 7 | ce ee _ | D. C. and New York City waiting to welcome enemy _ - a 2 bombers. It is no longer true that we have only the : rrr oa Po A a ) ‘| push-button of the often talked of push-button warfare. 2 a a Vag a Gs 

ee a Le What quality is common to each of these devices? a Ne eo How are they alike? Their similarity involves the man- rl oe ner in which they find their objectives. A signal, or ee -.... . 
command, from some control center is transmitted to : —General Electric Photo . 
the missile, and the missile interprets the command and ; es eet ea Baee. Bimmpes rocket zpoms ‘skyward 
reacts. Generally, the missile will return a signal, indi- eat lew oF ean When che Leis vehicle, a V-2, teaches the cating its reaction, to the control center. The accom- end of its first burning period, the smaller Wac Corporal missile 
plishment of these functions, plus less fundamental _ will be separated from the nose for its own high-powered fight. BL crace ‘ 2 . oe An Ordnance Bumper similar to this test vehicle attained a speed activities such as prevention of signal transmission of 5,000 miles an hour and a height of 250 miles at their White interference, is the object of today’s guidance systems. Sands Proving Ground, the greatest velocity and highest altitude 

ever attained by a man-made object. Missile control is accomplished by one, or a com- 
bination, of three basic guidance systems: preset, com- 
mand, or homing guidance. Preset guidance is the 
simplest control method; it relies almost entirely on wee 
preflight settings of controls and gyroscopes. f 

Since the common denominator of all missile control 3 
systems in use today is the gyroscope, it will be profit- AY 
able to examine its principles and properties. It is ac- iy 
tually a rotating wheel, universally mounted; that is, y 
mounted so that it is free to rotate about any axis. It’s 
free to rotate about its ‘spinning’ axis, the wheel’s axle. SPIN It’s also free to rotate about the vertical axis, which is en Axis . . ‘ o——15 ——— in the plane of the wheel, and intersects the spinning 
axis at right angles. And finally, the wheel is free to 
rotate about the horizontal axis, which axis intersects 
the vertical axis at right angles at the intersection with 
the spinning axis. The vertical and spinning axes are VA 
always at right angles, but the spinning axis may make : A\ De 

: any angle with the horizontal axis. HORIZONTAL 4 _ 
The most vital and fundamental property of the Anis 

8yroscope is its stabilizing property. It results from the | 
fact that the angular momentum of the gyroscope can 
be increased’ almost without limit by increasing the 

(Continued on next page) GYROSCOPE 
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mass, diameter, and/or spin of the wheel, thereby en- second law of motion states that the resultant of any 

dowing it with a very large gyroscopic inertia. When addition of components of angular momentum is the 

installed in an aircraft one of the axes, usually the hori- vector sum of the two. On the gyro the externally 

zontal, is restricted by being the axis of mounting caused couple gives a component of angular momen- 

within the body of the aircraft. The flywheel of the tum which, when added to the large existing com- 

gyro, given a large value of angular inertia, will hold ponent caused by the spinning flywheel of the gyro, 

steadily to its position in space with its spinning axis results in a third component of angular momentum. 

constant, regardless of the position of the aircraft. The The gyro flywheel will now spin on a new space axis 

theory of the gyroscope is simply Newton's first law which is not the axis of either of the former components 

of motion applied to rotating bodies. This steadfast- of angular momentum. It can be brought to any new 

ness of the gyro is utilized by electronically coupling position, depending on the magnitude and length of 

the space constant axes with the moving body of the _ time that the external couple is applied. Thus the air- 

aircraft so that any relative movement between the two craft can be made to turn in space by the application 

may be detected, amplified, and used to activate servo- of a small couple, or torque, which may be controlled 

mechanisms to correct the ship’s movement or perform _ electronically from nearly any distance. 

any desired operation. The guidance system incorporated in the German 

What happens when it’s desirable to turn the air- V-2 provides an excellent example of preset guidance. 

craft without alerting the error-sensing devices? It’s Three SyTOSCOpes control missile position relative io 

possible to turn the axes, except for the one stationary vertical, horizontal, and lateral aKES: That is, the spin- 

axis, relative to their original space positions by a ning axes of the gyros coincide with each of the three 

simple method called precessing. Precessing means that ACS of the V-2. The gyros are initially oriented at 

an external couple is applied to one of the axes; it S!V@" altitudes and are either held constant in that 

causes angular momentum about this axis. Newton’s position or are precessed about an axis at a constant 
rate by electric motors or wind velocity. Any error sig- 

__ nal relative to gyro position is noted, amplified, and 

as en, oe — a = relayed to servo-systems which control tabs on the four 

Ba som ae, ea rocket fins. These four fins constitute the only movable 

— : ae a Pe We control surfaces on the missile. 

fe ies eke a The only gyro precessed is that which controls the 

yc 4 { cf cae ed pitch of the V-2; this pitch control, in turn, controls 
am week i as fl the missile direction. It causes the rocket to nose over 

Hi ey : Yi ep hi bi in the direction of the flight path which it must follow. 
We ces f Bas "4 st Fuel governs the distance that the V-2 will travel in 

é Fa | hee p ae) its flight toward its target. At the proper predetermined 
is <7 q / 6 f: | ee instant the fuel supply is cut, and from that time on the 

i fis Si] y Sit iB missile is an unpropelled body whose path is deter- 

ee Wi a / rsa 2 mined by the gyro-activated control fins. 

“a ad AY aii ) A look at the time sequence of events following mis- 

"SG . A a : 4 sile launching of a typical World War II German V-2 

a3 ROS aa 7 ee cS <7 P : LT provides an interesting picture of a preset guidance 

1 Sealialg M BU Sten in action 
ai Hee i lll 

- vas a J ar a pace A. As the missile leaves the launching table ground cables 

: he S ia, z ee ane) . activate the time sequence. 

% ry : gl ly Caste slang B. The gyroscopes are activated and within four seconds 

. Lx Pe AY SS ge ae el inclination of the missile starts. 

ae fe ihre ety a i aS _— > C. In 40 seconds the warhead is armed. 

i) jay Ae lel Kae: FS Scie D. In 42 seconds the missile is 6.2 miles in the air travel- 

i siamo “ee ' Stn pte ing at a speed of Mach 2. 

) ae somes ss _ me <i spore E. Fifty-two seconds after launching the pitch gryo stops 

ey a Pic pt | precessing; altitude, 10 miles; speed, Mach 3. 

oe . : meen file a cree | F. In 60 seconds the missile has gained 14.6 miles of alti- 

nee Pi ee tude; speed, Mach 4. 

Guided-missile engineers of “Project Hermes” have regularly G. Combustion is cut off when a predetermined velocity ts 

exchanged technical information with German and other Army reached—usually this is about 3300 mph. 

Ordnance V-2 specialists at White Sands Proving Ground, N. M. H. In 175 seconds the V-2 reaches the peak of its trajectory, 

On-the-spot discussions (as shown above) considerably increased an altitude of 50 miles. 

American rocket know-how and provided a solid foundation for I. Three hundred twenty seconds after launching the mis- 

advanced missile development. In the background, a re. of sile strikes its objective, a maximum distance of 250 
technicians are shown preparing the V-2 test vehicle for firing. . . 

General Electric coordinated tests, modification and firing of V-2 miles from the launching site. 

rockets for the U. S. Army Ordnance Corps. (Continued on page 30) 
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Vital link between thought|/and action 

paces all military and industrial activity 

RADIO COMMUNICATION, oldest of the electronic sciences, has 
long played an important role in the thought-action process; yet 

today it is being called upon for capabilities and performance char- 

acteristics far beyond those afforded by the present state of the art. Engineers and physicists 

Such demands stem from the basic importance of advanced com- qualified to undertake ad- 

munication systems in maintaining American military superiority. vanced work in systems 
ele . * * < analysis and engineering, 

Recognizing this, The Ramo-Wooldridge Corporation is today circuit development, trans- 

engaged in research and development activities leading to the pro- mitter and receiver engi- 

duction of radio communications systems capable of providing the ey modulator seve 
. . . eps . spe, el 

information capacity, versatility, range, and reliability necessary to seedise are ets Tae 

insure maximum performance of our weapons systems. vestigate the opportunities 

And yet the challenge is not all military. It is inevitable that the existing in HF and micro- 

application at Ramo-Wooldridge of these advanced modern theories Woven: teat data 

and new techniques will lead to significant accomplishments in the allied fields, awaiting them 

field of commercial communications as well. at Ramo-Wooldridge. 

Th Wooldri e Ramo-Wooldridge Corporation 
8820 BELLANCA AVENUE; LOS ANGELES 45, CALIFORNIA 
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by Bjorn J. Thompson, m’57 vee i. 2 

ee a 
WHAT ARE THE ENGINEERING PRIN- oe a —rtlClt ee 
CIPLES BEHIND THE FOUR TYPES OF = 
ICE BOATS NOW IN COMMON USE? Swe” 

hh. att Lis tad i 

There are many ideas pertaining to the beginning of Pe > Wea a a hee 
ice boating, but there is a particularly romantic story | oe rs nit oo lon which is most popular among ice boaters. It seems that —@ oo, rr -* 
one day in the pre-American Revolution era, a young . . “—- : 
lady and her beau went skating. While the lady glided “eli in 
gracefully across the ice, her skirt, which was very long ‘ 
and full, was lifted over her head by a sudden gust of 
wind. Much to her embarrassment she had great diffi Scene from the starting line of the 1951 International Skeeter 
culty in getting her skirt down again, and the wind Association Regatta. 
swept her across the ice. In despair she finally had to 
sit down. 

This experience proved extremely embarrassing to counterpart, the “Scooter”, which is discussed. later. 
the young lady, but it gave her beau an exciting idea. The frst authentic iceboat was built in 1790 by 
According to the story he sat up all night with needle, Oliver Booth at Poughkeepsie, New York, on the Hud- 
thread, palm, canvas and battens and in the morning gon River. A rectangular box made up the body of this 
appeared upon the ice looking like a huge bat, darting iceboat. Runners were placed at each side forward and 
swiftly, to the amazement of all. the steering runner with a tiller! was placed aft. The authenticity of this tale is questionable since it Until 1856, the trend in iceboats followed this cum- 
has been passed along from person to person and has bersome lumberbox type of boat. That was the year in 
undoubtedly changed in the process. The first actual which the skeleton-type of hull appeared. A desired in- 
records of ice boating known are a set of plans for an crease in speed called for a design with less weight 
iceboat that were drawn in 1768. The plans showed a and less wind resistance. The skeleton-type hull ful- 
conventional sloop-rigged sailboat hull with a cross filled these requirements and has been used ever since, 
plank fastened underneath. The plank had a runner at modified only in design while remaining functionally 
each end with a third runner fastened to the bottom of the same. 
the rudder to provide for steering. This arrangement The year 1938 brought about what was believed to 
made it quite easy for the owner to convert back to be the ultimate in iceboat design when the Meyer 
water sailing, merely by removing the cross plank and Brothers of Wisconsin built the first high speed front steering runner, and then plugging up the holes in the steerer. This boat was designed to overcome shortcom- 
boat. Iceboats of this sort are still in use today in the ings inherent in the stern steerer, the most noticeable 
Netherlands, where a man is satisfied to take a slow, of which was called flickering. Flickering is the loss of 
family sail on the local canals. This type of boathada __ | 
definite influence on the development of its American ‘ Tiller—a handle by which the steering runner is turned. 
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control of an iceboat at high speed when the boat is an increase in the Force F,. It is seen from Fig. 2, that 
hiking.” if F, increases to such a degree that the moment of 

A better understanding of flickering is possible if we F,, xY exceeds the moment of Weight xX, the boat will 
break the force of the wind into its components at the have a counterclockwise moment about point P. 
center of effort of the sail. First assume that the sail In other words, there will be a tendency for the steer- 
can not be perpendicular to the wind; if it were, the ing runner to lift off the ice and the boat will go out of 
boat would not move. Second, when the wind is not control. 

perpendicular to the sail, it may be resolved into a Since flickering takes place when the aft end of a 
force Y that is perpendicular to the sail and a force X stern steering iceboat lifts off the ice, someone con- 
that is parallel to it. (See Fig. 1 a). ceived the idea of putting the steering runner in front. 

This brought about the type of boat which is called a 
: “skeeter.” 

It is seen from Fig. 2 that, as the force of the wind 
increases, the prow of the boat is pressed harder against 

<x the ice with the result that the steering runner is 
ceuren oF Zo \ E a pressed harder against the ice, thus providing even 

EFFORT Psy \ ——— EFFORT. a7 ot . ; 7: Win \ greater control and eliminating flicker ing. 

mS The differences between the “skeeter” and the stern 
aN a | steerer are most noticeable when the boats are in a 
a B hike. When an iceboat hikes, the force of gravity is 

y\-7 constantly trying to get the boat down on the ice. In a 
“skeeter”, this force has to work against the wind since 

2 the sail tips forward when the boat hikes and must tip 
MOTION OF BOAT MOTION OF BOAT back into the wind when it unhikes. The action of the 

. sail moving into the wind creates the same effect that 
. @ (b) am increase in the force of the wind would—namely an 

Fig. 1. increase in speed. In a stern steerer, a hike, to some 

extent, causes the sail to move into the wind. Therefore 

when the boat unhikes, the sail falls away from the 
If the force X is broken into its component forces, wind with the result that the boat slows down. 

F, is perpendicular to the motion of the boat and F, Another characteristic of each type boat is the rela- 
parallel to the motion of the boat, thus it is clear that tive ease of hiking. By comparing the “skeeter” and 
KF’, is the force that pushes the boat. (See Fig. 1,). Any _ stern steerer to a three legged stool, one may determine 
increase in the force of the wind would also bring about which type of boat hikes (or tips) the easiest. If a 

oO oO 

O O° 

FORCE 

FORCE O ORC 

Fe O Strrone” STOOL TIPS EASILY WHEN FORCE IS STOOL IS MORE DIFFICULT TO TIP WHEN FOR 

EXERTED BETWEEN ONLY TWO LEGS, 1S EXERTED TOWARDS SINGLE LEG. 

(a) (>) 
y pe Fig. 3. 

force is exerted between two legs, the stool tips easily, 
— whereas a force exerted toward any single leg will have 

ily to be greater to cause the stool to tip. (See Fig. 3). 
Fig. 2 The “skeeter” compares with part (a) of Fig. 3, and the 

i stern steerer compares with part (b) of Fig. 3. 

The subject of tipping (or hiking) brings up one of 
* Hiking—a term used to describe the raising of the windward the hazards of iceboating, that is capsizing. Since the 

runner of an iceboat, brought about by the pressure of the ‘i : ¥ 8 : 
wind on the sail. The action is similar to the leaning of a sailboat front steerer tips the easiest, it is logical and correct to 
in a stiff breeze. assume that it is the most hazardous. Omitting the fact 
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that it tips the easiest, the “skeeter” would be consid- i 

ered most hazardous anyway due to the fact that when / i 

it capsizes it is traveling at a high rate of speed. Also, / _. 

when the “skeeter” capsizes, the mast leans forward [| _ . 
and breaks unless it is extremely strong or stayed || ' 4 und breaks unless y g y' — : pe 
excessively. ce a fo oe ' 

This failure of the mast is unsafe for the operator oo — 4 ek 

because as the mast collapses, he may be pitched out oo _ | oe 

on his neck and pinned to the ice by the iceboat. : oF -_ Vee 

The stern steerer iceboat goes almost to the opposite eo hk peas : 

eatreme in that when it capsizes, it is almost stationary. a : . ih ee : 

The reason for this is that the more that a stern steerer i Re : Lh ae | 

tips, the more wind is spilled from the sail. When cap- CC EN tee oo 

sizing occurs, a point is reached where the wind gets - i : S oe - : i = : ao / 

under the sail and creates a parachute effect which . of ae = at 

eases the boat over. Instead of being catapulted, it is | cs a ‘oe : a oe 
then possible for the operator to climb out safely. oT - oo — ae 

The problems that are inherent to the stern steerer i eo 2 4 ee: / 
and front steerer iceboats have almost been eliminated oy ie ; - ey oo a 4 
in the recent development of the four runner iceboat. gf } Lo oe | 
This arrangement seems to be a compromise between TT ! foe Te a : 
the two previously mentioned iceboats since flickering | y fe eee tel 
has been eliminated and the danger of capsizing les- eg ibe! 2 : 7 

sened. When the four runner boat hikes, it does soon a | 7. saamegeag || ‘iticieeemmere/exonemnenest ro 
line that is parallel to the centerline of the boat, thus “(55g cee neu ee . to 
eliminating any change in forces at the center of effort # i eee ea : a = nae 

The staying of the mast, which was sometimes a The Mary B. 

problem in the three runner iceboats, has been simpli- Northwest Defending Champion. 

fied a great deal in the four runner boat by the ability 

to use four stays instead of three. This increase of stay- bottom and is sloop-rigged. The interesting feature | 

ing strength permits the use of lighter weight masts about this boat is that there are no means of steering 

with the result that the overall weight of the boat is other than by trimming the sails. This lack of steering 
reduced. mechanisms makes it a great deal easier to go from the 

A problem in the four runner boat which presents ice 6 She water and back “ee since nothing has to an . . be removed. The “scooter” is ideal where the operator 
greater difficulties than in the other types of iceboats is of an iceboat is liable to take a plunge due to not see- 
the method of steering. The problem is to get the run- ing open water ahead. 

ners properly aligned in the first place and then to keep . 

them so under the strain of high speed operation. One A mick summary of the types of iceboats discussed 
arrangement that has been the most successful is the here will show that: 
use of two Model T Ford front axles, one fore and one (1) The four runner iceboat is the safest, but least 
aft. These axles are then connected so that when the developed. 
front one turns rete the back ame fans ee and vice (2) The front steerer is the fastest. 
versa. This type of steering allows good control and a . . 
short turning radius and oad ess a relatively new (2) we ‘i steerer is the cheapest: and easiest 
and untried idea, it may help to increase the popularity oom’ 
ot the fous miner ieeboat- . (4) The “scooter” is the most practical where 

open water threatens dunkings. 
One other type of iceboat that has gained consider- 

able popularity is the “scooter”. This boat, as men- BIBLIOGRAPHY 
tioned earlier, is similar to the Dutch ice sailing sail- 1s ‘Géiidiner, ‘Fredevia Mt. Wine Whe. Toe, Now Sooke Gad 
boat in the fact that it can be sailed on the ice as well” ing Publishing Corporation, 1938. Be AC NEN OES TRCN: 

ba en ns water. Shaped like a flat duckboat, the 2. Stone, H. L., Ice Boating, New York: The Macmillan Com- scooter” has two long steel runners fastened on its pany, 1922. 
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.--4,000,000 answers later 

A few figures tell the story. 

+. 7 years of painstaking analysis, research and design 

; by engineers from nearly every field of technology. 

. . . 14,200 hours of experimental engine 

operation in test cells and in flight test. 

+ ++ 4,000,000 individual, complex mathematical 

problems solved by electronic computers. 

As a result, America now has the world’s 

ae 3 most powerful production aircraft engine 

hd ‘ > — the J-57 turbojet. Careful engineering 
4 YON | hi, i fo Ne development like this has made | 

/ “SK Pa oe } p iN os Pratt & Whitney Aircraft the i Y ae rag ine 

/ f a oe gi, world’s foremost designer and 
, ae? Vi is (En 

| ; \y 4 a ’ sé’ ie builder of aircraft engines. 

| , ie vA 6 U7 PRATT & WHITNEY 
tre ~~ AIRCRAFT 

an ms ew. | J DIVISION OF UNITED AIRCRAFT CORP. 
ee ae Zz . 4 East Hartford 8, Connecticut te Salle gla 

vane ee 

are A a cae TR 9 

I / age Ro ' iT 3 on i E rs e / 

S 1 x é i Pawo 
i so r Den eae ae * ie 7, adr qj 1 a 

f 4 ~ ae) 

Be Gy, 
—_ — a) 

1 Ss 
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Lay That Slide Rule Down! 
FUN WITH SQUARES, OR BOPPERS AGHAST 

by Prof. Paul J. Grogan 

This is the second in a series of excerpts from There are many more which are equally well known 
Professor Grogan’s “Slide Rule” paper. and useful. The one suggested in Table I may be estab- 

a . . . lished in many ways. The simplest method likely being 
There is hardly anything more commonplace in our - 

way of life than the infinite succession of integers, (x+1)P?=2? 4.241 

d,s 35 3 . s As on 1s cues Oly 22, 23, a Yet, our Thus we may proceed from 10° to 11? by the simple 
Western civilization did not have this arithmetical no- Z a 

tation in general use until about the time of Columbus. expedient of adding (2x + 1), or 21, to-100. Wee Fecog: 

Our most intelligent forefathers of seven life spans often nizethe square of 1 at once as being 121. 

labored tediously and all but vainly in solving prob- If we rewrite the identity used previously to read, 

lems easily mastered by a sixth-grade student of today. (x +1)? =x4+x4 (x41), 

We all understand how the integers follow endlessly, 

each a single unit greater in absolute value than its We May use the new form in more difficult assignments. 

predecessor. We often do not understand, however, The following is a demonstration of the prowess of this 

how easily the natural order of the simple integers may variation: 
be made to do marvelous things for us if we handle 91? = 90? + 90 + 91 = 8,100 + 181 = 8,281. 

them properly. For instance, by leaving out all . : ; 

even-integers, we may establish the equally infinite Similarly, we may use another identity, 
sequence, 1, 3,5, 7,..., 2n-l,.... Then by making a (x —1)? =x—x—(x—1). 

summation of the terms in the series, Table I below, | , . . 

we arrive at the squares of the integers. Along the first Solving for 99* with the new relationship, 

line of the table appear the first ten integers. The sec- 99? = 100? — 100 — 99 = 10,000 — 199 = 9,801. 

ond line represents the first ten odd numbers. The There are endless variations: 

third line values are found by performing a running . 

addition of the odd numbers from the line above. These (x+2)? =x? +4x+4 

terms, uniquely enough, also represent the squares of 102? = (100 + 2)? = 10,000 + 400 + 4 = 10,404 

the corresponding integers from the first row. And, (x—2)? =x? —4x +4 
98? = (100 — 2)? = 10,000 — 400 + 4 = 9,604. 

Tasie I 

Squares or IntEGERS From 1 to 10 sy AppitIve Processes Repeated application of a select few of the forego- 

eee ing, and similar relationships, will develop new skills. 

hy 1 ee ¢ & Sf 2 a OB Another very useful identity deserves mentioning at 
waar dane 1 4 9 16 25 36 49 64 81 100 this time. 

aA lo 1_ 1 
Therein lies the germ of an idea which suggests the (x+ 3) SY +t GS x(x + 1) + Lt 

origin of the calculus. Should we inquire, how does the __ 1 

function y = x* vary when x = 5? By inspection of line Thus, 15? = (1)(2) + 7 = 2.25 

three above, we see that y increases 9 units between 4 1 

and 5, and increases 11 units between 5 and 6. Or, we And, 75° = (7) (8) + 4 56.25 

may assume that y is changing an average 10 units per . : . : . . 

unit change of x. Expressed in calculus, y = x*, dy/dx a we but image tbe iouniecliataly en exam 
= 2x; for x = 5, dy/dx = 10. Further inspection of ple as applying to: 7), then: the answer ill he ust 

Table I along line two shows that the “second differ- 100 times greater ‘than’ the’ value obtained for 7.5%. 

ence” between the successive squares is simply 2, and Therefore, 75° = ( 7)( 8)100+ 25= 5,625 

it holds for the entire range of x. Expressed in cal- 95? = ( 9)(10)100 + 25 = 9,025 
culus, d*¢y/dx? = 2, a constant for all x. 205? = (20) (21)100 + 25 = 42,025. 

How may the foregoing be put to work for us? We Proceeding in another vein, if we investigate the suc- 

have merely chanced upon an identity, a mathematical  gecive squares of integers in the range from 20 to 30 

tool which holds for the general case and may be ap- some additional interesting properties are discovered. 
plied therefore to any particular case. Probably the We realize already that the square of 25 is 49 units 

most familiar identity in the experience of engineers is greater than the square of 24, and the square of 26 is 

the example from trigonometry. 51 units greater than the square of 25. Hence, the 

(sin’x + cos’x) = 1. sauare of 26 is 100 units greater than the square of 24. 
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oe Prof. Grogan was appointed Chairman of the U. W. Extension Division’s Engineering 

ie 4 . ae Department in 1951, and also acts as Director of Engineering Institutes. A Purdue graduate 
4 e o a in Mechanical Engineering, he has also attended Pennsylvania State College, University of 

a : “3 ] : vo Michigan, and the University of Wisconsin, where he received his master’s degree. 

Bay 8 o ee - He has taught at Notre Dame, where he directed the Internal Combustion Engine Lab- 

| Con” - oratory, and in the U. W. College of Engineering, Industrial experience includes furnace and 
a ns oe economizer design and power plant erection, as well as promotional and sales work. During 

od es oo me ied ee service as engineering officer aboard the USS Panay and as repair 

oe Geena eae officer on a floating drydock. 

Ee, a | As a hobby, Prof. Grogan likes to devise mathematicl shortcuts, slide rule methods and 

- dA unusual approaches to engineering problems. He is a member of ASME, WSPE, American 

a -_ Society for Engineering Education, Engineers’ Society of Milwaukee, U. S. Naval Institute, 

Wisconsin Council of Safety, Madison-Dane County Safety Council, and the Technical Club 

a of Madison. 

eee 

In Table II below, these various squares appear and _ tiplication by nine is most easily done by multiplying 

their relationships to one another are indicated. by ten first, and then subtracting the number from ten 

times itself. 
Tasxe IT . ee 

Prorerties oF Squares oF INTEGERS From 20 To 30 Applying the Previous method, 

a (144)? = 4(72)? = 9(48)* 

_nvS n-4 n-8 n-2 n-1 on nti n+2 n+3 nt+4 n+5 where either 48 or 72 may be squared by an earlier 

20 2B 2H HTB 2980 device. We may readily visualize, 

400 gan Ty #00 =~ en 48° = (48 — 25)100 + (50 — 48)? 

oo B00 a9 = (23)100 + 4 = 2,304 
oie 20) ae And, 9(48)? = 23,040 — 2,304 = 20,736. 

ae 
oe The question might arise, “Why so much fuss about 

Thus the integers which are equally far removed the squares of numbers?” But in defense, call on more 

from 25 have squares which differ by even hundreds. and more identities, and use the squares of numbers to 

Furthermore, the number of hundreds difference cor- produce many other useful products. For example, 

responds to the number of units the integers are re- (x+1)(x-1)=x—1 

moved from 25. Now, assuming all the squares up to And, 17 X 19 = 18° — 1 = 323 

25 are known, one may find the square of any other Q, 17x19 = 18° — 1 = 32.3 

integer from 26 through 75 by using an identity which - 10 

we write as follows: Again, (x +2)(x—2) =x? —4 — 192 _ 
x? = (100) (x — 25) + (50 —x)? And, 17 X 21 = 19? —4 = 357 

Hence, 38? = (100)(38 — 25) + (50 — 38)? Be the master of the method, rather than letting the 

= (100) (13) + (12)? = 1,300 + 144 method be the master of you. Keep it flexible and fit it 

= 1,444 to each circumstance by calling upon the most useful 

And, 69? = (100) (69 — 25)? + (50 — 69)? application. After a time you will catch yourself using 

= (100) (44) + (—19)? these methods to check answers obtained by conven- 

= 4,400 + 361 = 4,761. tional means. 

A similar, but less wieldly, identity may be written os coee Beutiy may be useful in one sense one mune 
: : ce naan. and in the opposite sense the next. The last appearing 

with 50 occupying the “pivot position” held by 25 in . yogi 
examples are specific applications of the more general 

the example above: identit 
identity, 

x? = 200(x — 50) + (100 — x)? m4 (a + b)(a —b) = (a? — b*) 

The range of application lies between 50 and 150, pro- where we have been using b as a small integer. Writ- 
viding the first fifty squares are at hand. The existence ing the identity in the opposite sense, 

ot the identity may be established by expanding the Z 2 ee 
right-hand side. (at — bt) = (a + b)(a—b), 

x? = 200x — 10,000 + 10,000 — 200x + x? find _ eee eal area of a 16-inch piston which has 

a 4-inch rod. 
A more advantageous method for finding squares of 16 +4)(16 —4) 

larger numbers is presented below: A= (8 + )06—A) = a 20) (12) = 60 7 sq. in. 

2x)? = 4(x)? 
Fac _ ae Or, find the net cross sectional area of a pipe with a 

8 b ble 12-inch outside diameter and a 10-inch inside diameter. 

here a number is divisible by two or three, the square 1 > 2+ 10)(12 — 10 22) (2 ‘ 
of the smaller number may be determined and multi: A= 7 2+ 10)(18 — 10) =F oes) = ll sq. in. 

plied by four or by nine, whichever is applicable. Mul- END 
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Guided Missiles mupeeiery Pere 
(Continued from page 22) te a : Le a 8 : oe — 5 . ‘ ae | 

The Army’s Wac Corporal, a miniature V-2, also is a / 8 oe — oe S| 
a preset guided missile. The Corporal is an American rf ee a 
development, created exclusively for research purposes; ae oe : 
when combined with the V-2 a two-stage “Bumper |” | tt ££. 8 8 §§©——— a 
Rocket” is created for extremely high altitude research. | : 8 a ; a . 8 
When the basic V-2 reaches an optimum height, the | ff | : : Fe 7 
smaller Corporal, mounted on the nose of the V-2, - : ee yl — 2 4 
takes off under its own power. A Bumper of this type oo 7. | | ene ogre ae 
attained the greatest velocity and highest altitude ever gg Gale my Foi | : : — 

reached by a man-made object, 250 miles altitude and Tee aaa | H eat | oy | \ ian a 
a speed of 5,000 miles per hour. a = oti 4H ed | I \ lee te: aS 

A statement by Hanson Baldwin, noted military i : aoe a8 I, ] eee. - = a 
analyst, illustrates the complexity of and the research eo } . gett en — 
needed for solution of guided missile defense prob- _ _ I ce ee 
lems, “There is today no known way of intercepting or a . — ee , 8 a 
destroying a ballistic guided missile; it cannot even be | . — St a a 
tracked through the upper portion of its parabolic a 10 _- | 
curve.” The awareness of guided missiles must neces-  . | ee 
sarily become part of modern man’s life. te aoe aa 

Command Guidance sl 
The system of command guidance may be thought of | rt ee a. 

as supervening the preset guidance system as it does : | a 8 ae ae 
not alter in any way the preset theory, but supple- — 
ments it. Its objective is to provide a missile that can — — — 
be externally controlled while in flight, so that it can A criti . 7 General Electrie Photo . - ’ critical moment during any rocket launching occurs imme- adapt itself to conditions encountered enroute to its diately after the take-off. During this period, the vehicle grad- 
target. All command guidance systems retain the ually increases the ratio of its thrust over its weight. Over sixty 
gyroscope and automatic pilot as fundamentals, but hg her Ye boeg oepeiill oe ii eee See 
within the command guidance system three methods complex field of guided missiles has provided scientists and 
of actuating these components have developed, the engineers with a firm basis for future advanced development. 
visual, non-visual, and beam rider command guidance 
methods. transmitter control box. It’s rectangular and equipped 

Imagine a World War II B-17 loaded to capacity with a mock throttle, a steering post, and a series of 
with high explosives, cruising towards its target under switches and buttons. Emanating from it, during op- 
complete control, with the closest human being twenty eration, is a beeping sound; hence, its alias of Beeper 
miles away. Or picture a transport cutting the Mediter- Box. The Box transmits radio signals on a single chan- 
ranean Sea, unaware that a Navy Glomb (Naval attenu- nel within which are audio frequencies corresponding 
ation of Glide Bomb), after being released at a height in number to the maneuvers which the drone aircraft 
of 15,000 feet seventeen miles away, is bearing unerr- can perform. Thus, if the drone must react in 6, 7, or 8 
ingly closer. These are pictures of visual or “drone- possible flight paths, then 6, 7, or 8 frequencies must 
mother” command guidance systems. The drone houses _ exist. It is a relatively simple matter for the remote 
a completely automatic pilot and gyroscope system, as control pilot to turn his charge to the left if his tele- 
well as a radio receiver and two television cameras. Vision eye tells him such a manuever is necessary. A 
The television cameras transmit pictures of the plane’s radio transmitted command activates the proper servos, 
flight path and its instrument panel to a remote control and the drone reacts. Such controls cover not only level 
pilot on the mother ship, at a maximum distance of flight, but acrobatic dives and bank turns as well. 
twenty miles away. The remote control pilot relays his Non-visual command guidance, concerns the control 
commands by transmitting signals to a receiver aboard of missiles without the use of visual aids; it removes 
the drone. After passing through frequency selective the control system further from human dependence. In 
filter circuits, the signals relay information to control gir to air guidance, the missile can be guided by two 
relays and servo motors which perform the muscle simultaneously operating radar systems. One system 
work of operating the drone’s control surfaces. tracks the target in its flight, the other tracks the mis- 

Aboard the mother the remainder of the remote con- _ sile. Both outputs feed into a computor control center 
trol apparatus consists of a television screen and a radio (Continued on page 38) 
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More jobs—through science 
From the earth, air, and water come new things for all of us—and new jobs 

THE ELEMENTS OF NATURE area limitless frontier, a con- essential to the metalworker; their carbon products serve 

tinuing challenge to science. Out of them, scientists are the steelmakers and power your flashlight. 

developing new materials that benefit us all in many ways. PROGRESS THROUGH RESEARCH—Union Carbide has 

A CHEMICAL A MONTH — The scientists of Union 23 research and development laboratories constantly 

Carbide, for example, have introduced an average of working in major fields of science to continue this record 

one new chemical per month for over twenty-five years. of product development—and more jobs through science. 

‘i Some of these have led to the growth of rire FREE: Learn how ALLoys, CARBONS, GASES, CHEMICALS, 
industries, such as plastics and man-made textiles. This, and PLASTICS improve many things that you use. Ask for 

in turn, has meant more opportunities, more jobs — in the 1955 edition of “Products and Processes” booklet E-2. 
construction, manufacturing, engineering and sales, as 

well as in research. C 

IN OTHER FIELDS, TOO, the people of Union Carbide NION ARBIDE 
have helped open new areas of benefit and opportunity. AND CARBON CORPORATION 
Their alloy metals make possible stainless and other fine 30 EAST 42ND STREET [I] NEW YoRK 17, N.Y. 
steels; the oxygen they produce helps the sick and is In Canada: UNION CARBIDE CANADA LIMITED 

————-—— _ UCC’s Trade-marked Products include. —————____________ 
SYNTHETIC ORGANIC CHEMICALS ELECTROMET Alloys and Metals HAYNES STELLITE Alloys Dynel Textile Fibers LINDE Oxygen 
EVEREADY Flashlights and Batteries PRESTONE Anti-Freeze PYROFAX Gas UNION Carbide NATIONAL Carbons 
BAKELITE, VINYLITE, and KRENE Plastics PREST-O-LITE Acetylene ACHESON Electrodes 
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a Few Years Make at MARTIN! 
ener Seana eas 3 Raeaeoeer eae 

if Ce IN 1941, EDWARD E. CLARK WAS A JUN- 

— "| IOR AERODYNAMICIST. SINCE 1951, HE 
a. / 3 Wi |=6OHAS BEEN MANAGER OF THE AERODY- 

Sc nail NAMICS DEPARTMENT. Opportunity awaits 

we | aes Le a faim) YOU during the next decade at Martin. 

, te fe 

Se 

a 
ANALYST. SINCE 1950, HE HAS BEEN ed 14. | 

MANAGER OF THE STRUCTURES DE- | _ . > fe _ 

PARTMENT. Opportunity awaits YOU during | UAE < DD ro | 

the next decade at Martin. 4 | eo. = 

ENGINEER | ... at Martin, where progress toward responsibility is con- 

| l sidered as important as development of specialized skills. 

| YOUR OWN | You'll be assigned challenging work from the beginning— 

| | and encouraged to build your own career in an accelerated 

CAREER | dual program for technical and administrative growth. At 

Martin, each engineer is an individual with a recognized 

| personal goal. 

| 
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| rt? IN 1943, JAMES H. BENNETT, JR. WAS A 
| | | ec) = || _~=—«JUNIOR ENGINEER. SINCE 1953, HE HAS 

bel NE |. BEEN MANAGER OF THE ELECTRO- 
a | we) ~~ ~=~=—| ©). MECHANICAL_DEPARTMENT. Opportu- 
Co < t A ov. nity awaits YOU during the next decade at 

— .\ oo’. 

AL aaa a RTT [TN TLE OSS ERENT) 

IN 1942, WELCOME W. BENDER WAS A [7 _ 
VIBRATION ANALYST. SINCE 1952, HE foe! oe 
HAS BEEN MANAGER OF THE ELEC- | “a A 
TRONICS DEPARTMENT. Opportunity —~T . 
awaits YOU during the next decade at Martin. , 7F NS  — 

PS \hUlllL LO es 

a = 

ST aa NE TS 

| 
Current position vacancies in Engineering at | 

The Glenn L. Martin Co. include the listings be- | 

low. This year’s candidates for AE, ME, EE and 

CE degrees are especially invited to apply. | 

Aerodynamics Propulsion | WRITE 

AT ONCE 
Airframes and Structures Electronics 

| to 
Control Systems Mechanical Design 

| JOHN M. HOLLYDAY 
Armament Thermodynamics | P.O. BOX 988 

Nuclear Instrumentation | NM ZA FET Ere 

Hydrodynamics Dynamics | BALTIMORE + MARYLAND 

Servo Mechanisms Electrical | 
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WISCONSIN 7 . 7 E = 

SOCIETY OF # 
ABA Representative cost within their means, (3) the 

10) 1 actor NT Addresses WSPE improvement of the administration 
Convention of justice, (4) the maintenance of 

high standards of legal education 

ENGINEERS Mr. Don Hyndman Director of and professional conduct, (5) the 
Public Relations for the American promotion of peace and (6) the co- 
Bar Association addressed the an- Ordination and correlation of the 
nual meeting of WSPE in Milwau- activities of the entire organized 

W.S.P.E. OFFICERS kee on Saturday, January 29, 1955. _ bar of the United States.” 

Georce P. Srernmetz, President In his talk, Mr. Hyndman spoke He said though that the Asso- 

Prerce G. Exxis, Past President to the organization about how the ciation feels that it plays a more 
Owen Aynes, Ist Vice President ABA is organized and how it func- important role than that of per- 

Te ee: Walcn ba ee agdent ons ; He brought out that the forming tangible services and ac- 
W. S. CorrincHam, Treasurer is a national organization of tivities. He said that the “catalysis 
JAMES BAMBERRY, Director lawyers and judges in which mem- of the profession, its spokesman 
Ray E. Beurens, Director bership is voluntary. To give an and bellwether, and the instrument 

Wa. F. Baumcantnen, Director idea of the complexity of the or- through which the legal profession 

MO Le bee ganization of the Association, he carries out its public service re- 
. ” said that it is built up of 44 regular _sponsibilities” is the most impor- 

SECRETARY'S OFFICE and special committees and 17 sec- _ tant role of the ABA. 

2318 Rowley Ave. tions which are subdivided into Mr. Hyndman, saying that he 

Madison 5, Wisconsin 270 separate committees. He also had been asked about membership 
E. C. Wacner, Secretary mentioned that the Association dues, replied, “I don’t have the 

PUBLICATION ‘COMMITTEE puts out about 40 publications. faintest idea what you pay to be- 

Jomy R. Fienenice, Chatrnan; Mr. Hyndman gave a short his- long to your own national associa- 

122 W. Washington Ave., Madison, Wis. tory of the ABA, saying that less tion, but I'll be surprised if it isn’t 
J. K. Primm, Manitowoc than 100 lawyers got together in considerably more than the $16 a 

R. J. MENDENHALL, Milwaukee 1878 at Saratoga Springs, N. Y., to | year lawyers pay for membership 
a ae Nas do something to raise the stand- in the American Bar Association. 

Wii) ROsERRAN a Chippewa Falls ards of law practice and education. We think—and say—that’s the best 

Jesse Hopersy, Rhinelander Said Mr. Hyndman, “Actually, investment a lawyer can make. 

D. W. Grunprrz, La Crosse they were concerned also about do- 
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES ing something to restore more ami- TO ALL MEMBERS 

Epwin J. KaLEvane cable relations between the law- Will you please make the follow- 
HAwOLd THES TER yers of the North and South in the ing corrections and additions to 

post Civil War era.” He went on the 1954 Membership Directory. 
ll to tell about the different eras 

ENGINEERS’ CREED through which the organization Page 14— 

As a professional engineer, I dedicate passed, until in 1936 the House of Davy, Frank J., 524 Main Street, 
my professional knowledge and skill to Delegates was formed. Today it is La Crosse (B); Pres. Davy Engi- 

the advancement and betterment of composed of 226 elected repre- neering Co. (W) 

human welfare. sentatives who directly represent oe 
1 PLEDGE more than 150,000 of the 220,000 Davy, Philip S., 524 Main Street, 

| To give the utmost of performance, lawyers in the country. La Crosse (B); Vice Pres. Davy 
| to participate in none but honest enter- . Engineering Co. (W) 

prise, to live and work according to the Mr. Hyndman summarized the 
laws of and the highest standards activities of the association in the Page 38— 

ioe before prof, the honor and standing Af sevneeantaee Govemmnant. (2) _-.rlease insert after Seal, Benjamin 
Lae oad he tat, ote ane ah the promotion and establishment Suisun te following _ 

other considerations. In humility and within the legal profession of or- Searle, George W-2825 HE, New 

with need for Divine Guidance, I make ganized facilities for furnishing berry Blvd., Milwaukee 11 (R); 

this pledge. legal services to all citizens at a (Continued on page 36) 
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Meet the President 
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GEORGE A. SIEVERS 
Milwaukee Chapter President 

George A. Sievers, Milwaukee three divisions: executive, engi- his credit, also a lecturer and writer. 

chapter president, is a self- neering, and the Aluma-Qee Corp., Engineer Sievers was born in . 

employed consulting engineer, who (a prefabricated aluminum mar- Germany, received his early edu- 
has a far reaching experience back- quee and canopy for industrial cation there and matriculated from 
ground in Milwaukee Industry. and business buildings). the University of Heidelberg 
Beginning in 1925, he has been Since joining WSPE in 1947 he (Philosophy and Psychology) be- 
employed successively by the Ham- __ has served as director of the State fore coming to the USA in 1923. 
ilton Standard Propeller Corp., Society from 1951 to 1953, chair- | He received a diploma in Electrical 
Harnischfeger Corp., the Falk man of the State Ethics & Practice | Engineering in Chicago, and since 
Corp., the Line Material Co., and Committee from 1949 to 1953, and then has taken many special 

Galland-Henning Mfg. Co. chairman of the WSPE Advisory courses at the University of Wis- 
During this time he has done Board on Ethics and Practice since — consin, Milwaukee, Institute of 

considerable development work on —_1950. He is the Milwaukee chapter | Technology and others, in engi- 
the dynamic balancing of propel- _ President for 1954-55. neering, law, accounting etc. He is 
lers, motors, welders and gears. A Fellow and national director presently a faculty member of the 
Also, in close collaboration with — of the Society for Advancement of University of Wisconsin College of 
army and navy engineers, he rede- | Management since 1952, he is ac- | Engineering. In spite of his busy 
signed the critical three and four _ tive in several technical and pro- professional life, George has a 
inch navy practice shells. The rec- fessional societies, viz.: AIEE, happy personal life. He married his 
ord also indicates that during his | ASEE, American Military Engi- schoolday sweetheart, Florence 
employment with these companies neers, Engineers Society of Mil- Thoelke in 1926. A son, John, is 

his experience included the gamut —_waukee, National Industrial Train- attending Michigan State College 
of industrial engineering problems, ing Directors Association, Milwau- to become a hotel manager. 
from methods to personnel, from kee County Society for Mental Sievers is very active in civic 
time study to special administra- Health, American Society for Pub- affairs. He is a member of Kiwanis, 

tion and policy assignments. lic Administration, and others. Milwaukee Association of Com- 

In 1947 Mr. Sievers organized He has authored several articles merce, Wisconsin Manufacturers 

the Industrial Engineering Insti- on professional development, engi- _ Association and last but not least, 
tute. Engaged in consulting engi- neering ethics and training. He is the Milwaukee Athletic Club, 
neering, the firm now consists of an inventor with several patents to where he gets his recreation. 
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W.S.P.E Everett S. Lee, manager of tech- Engineers in Training 
-J.F.E. . : : 3 

nical public relations services for John E. Hoeft, Chairman, F. H. 
(Continued from page 34) the General Electric Company. Schraufnagel and S. D. Payzer. 

Engineer of Transmission, Wis. Milwaukee’s Mayor Zeidler ad- Lexislati 
Telephone Co., 722 N. Broadway, dressed the chapter at its regular “es we Cai Chai 
Milwaukee 2. (M) Thursday noon luncheon and many ert A. Cajanus,, ‘Chairman, N. M, 

. . Rowinski and E. A. Preston. 
short talks related to engineering 
were made at luncheon clubs and __gthics and Practice 

high schools by members of the P. L. Schroeder, Chairman, Walter G. 
apter ews chapter. Wefel and Norbert B. Fritz. 

—_——==———— Television appearances during 

NORTHWEST CHAPTER the week included personal inter- Public Relations 
WM. ROSENKRANZ views with engineers Robert C. Jesse M. Holderby, Chairman, Henry 

Reporter Johnson, Everett S. Lee and Ray J. Olk, L. W. Carlson and L, A, Man- 

The Northwest Chapter held a Behrens. In addition, Charles ‘ev 
joint meeting with the Eau Claire Crabb cs the — “a Education 
Technical Society in celebration of 10% of Commerce discussed new ‘ i i 
Engineers’ Week at the Elks Club ‘™ustries in Milwaukee which are Carl J. Dvorak, Chairman, Yiu Neng gineers’ Week at the s Clu : : Tain and L. W. Lembcke. 
on Thursday evening February 24. greatly dependent on engineering. 
Members and wives as well as pre- se oP at eee Fees and Salaries 
engineering students from Eau a a a Ee e r K 1 >, Archie E. Becher, Chairman, L. A. De- 
Claire State College, Stout Insti: W00G © WW. Seeger and Karl ©. Guere and A. L. Genisot. 
tute, and River Falls State College Werwath, who discussed automa- 
attended to hear an address by tion in industry. Employment 
Kurt F. Wendt, dean of the Col- In addition to a favorable amount Gordon J. Morrison, Chairman, Eu- 

lege of Engineering, University of of coverage by the two large local —_sene RuRelly'aid Rd; Devel 
Wisconsin. newspapers, engineering articles, oo 

i . . | in the form of mats furnished by Nominating ; 
The business meeting was dis- spe were submitted to 20 other Henry J. Olk, Chairman, R. J. Mus- 

pensed with, the only item being news a ers 168 this area, The diz “= °%* and R. G. Laumer. 

the introduction of Mr. Ed Hoepp- § ve a blicati f local i 
ner as a new member. He Was pre- ms : eee acts eC Engineers Week eb; 20-26) 

sented with a memihershi aia b oaeee wes eee ‘ sac ang Jesse My Holderby, ‘Chafrman, Archie 0 a membersiup pin DY article on engineers or engineering —_E. Becher, Clarence H. Perry, Waldemar 
C uO - gees Membership during the week. Neilson, Carl A. Cajanus, Walter J. Ok- 
ommittee chairman. ray, Henry J. Olk and A. L. Genisot. 

Dean Wendt’s address was en- WISCONSIN VALLEY CHAPTER Program 
itled “ i srino—Bui ' JESS HOLDERBY 

titled Engincering Builder of a Reporter L. W. Lembcke, John E. Hoeft, for 
Brighter Future”, the theme of En- Sieerme Scnuouue: vom 1968 Tomahawk; Henry J. Olk, for Antigo; 
gineers’ Week. ” William F. Mengel, John Crook, for Wis- 

April 16—Tomahawk consin Rapids; Carl W. Giesler, A. C. 

July 16—Antigo Keene, for Wausau. 
September 17—Wisconsin Rapids 

MILWAUKEE CHAPTER December 3—Wausau 

ROBERT J. MENDENHALL FOX RIVER VALLEY CHAPTER 
Reportor 1955 Caarter Orricers JOHN K. PRIMM 

Principal event of the Milwaukee prank J. Henry—President Reporter 
Chapter celebration of National L. W. Lembcke—Vice President Membership activity under the 

Engineers’ Week was a joint din- William H. Doyle—Secretary-Treasurer able direction of Lyle Kingston, 
ner mecting with the Engineers’ ?: L. Schroeder—Trustee Green Bay, is still gathering steam. 

| Society of Milwaukee and its 13 A. L. Genisot—State Director If Kingston keeps on building up 
other affiliate societies on Washing- 1085 Gomarrress as he has in the past, FRV will 
ton’s Birthday. At this meeting Membership have to buy him an outsize file to 
Robert C. Johnson, President of . bai a keep his member cards in—and 
the Siesel Construction Company water Load oat ww vin. C. take away the “Prospect File,” be- 

of Milwaukee and a member of the johnson; Clarence HL Perry, Walter l. cause there won't be any prospects 
engineering section of the Wiscon- Okray and John Crook. left to work on until a new gen- 

sin Registration Board of Archi- Registration eration is grown up. 

tects and Professional Engineers, seph M. Abernathy, Chai 1 The W.S.P.E. convention in Mil- 
was: cited as ESM Bnsmesr of Joseph M. Abernathy, airman, Carl aul : t of fi 

as = a MS ngineer o: Babcock, John L. Sullivan, Jr. and Ed- waukee saw most of our omcers 

the Year. The main speaker was gar J. Carrington. present and a good sprinkling of 
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the “main body” was also in evi- | Windows at the Wisconsin Power _ getting meeting notices and ac- 
dence. Many comments were heard — and Light Company on Fairchild counts publicized; the “canned” 
which were very complimentary to Street and at Wolff, Kubly, & Hir- material generally fares poorly un- 
our Milwaukee friends and state sig on Carroll Street were appro- egg considerable: local flavor ‘cari 
officers for doing their difficult job —_ priately decorated for Engineers’ be injected into it 
well. It was a fine convention. Week. The chapter’s activities , . . 

A special National Engineers’ were published as a full page story Wiedared couch beiten with radio 
Week meeting of the chapter was in the Feb. 20 issue of the Wiscon- coverage | and would have fared 

held on Thursday, February 24, at sin State Journal. better with television, had plans 

the Elks Club, Appleton, with din- W. F. Tumer took over. the been made earlier. The Nautilus 

ner being served at 6:30 P. M. Speakers’ Bureau, and with the aid Pe was broadcast on Tuesday, 
The meeting honored National of J. D. Hamilton arranged short February 22nd, on two stations, 

Engineers’ Week February 20-26, talks by members of the chapter to and “Medicine, The Law, and En- 
and also marked the 10th anniver- various service clubs in Madison, gineering” was broadcast Sunday, 
sary of the Fox River chapter. Offi- Janesville, Beloit, and Monroe. Also February 20th, on the third station. 
cers of WSPE attended. Featured arranged were various engineer- The spots were used by all three 
speaker at the meeting was Virgil ing vocational panels, each com- stations throughout the week and 
E. Gunlock, PE., of Chicago who posed of three or four chapter the slide with a spot announce- 

is vice-president of NSPE. He members who talked to students ment appeared on the local TV 

spoke to the engineers on “Profes- at West, East, Central, and Edge- nil ; ‘ 
: wr . . : station Sunday night, February 

sional Activities of the National So- — wood High Schools in Madison. 20th ° 

ciety.” Mr. Gunlock, a 1927 civil The radio and television field , Bee Alora? 
engineering graduate of the Uni- ne db ai . A poster display in the Northern 

: an . was covere y the chairman of - ; . . . ; 
versity of Ulinois, is Chairman of the general committee, $. W. Stock- States Power Company windows 

the Chicago Transit Board. ner, and the Public Relations Com- and a generous sprinkling of post: 

mittee of the Chapter which con-  @TS at members’ places of business 

SOUTHWEST CHAPTER sisted of Fay Morgan and W. T. rounded out the picture. 

LW, STOCKNER Stephens. The group arranged a 
Reporter . . “ soe 

wide variety of radio and television 
The southwest chapter carried programs over Madison stations SOUTHEAST CHAPTER 

out an extensive Engineers’ Week and also many spot announcements SOSEFH (He RURANE 
program. The general committee over stations in the area. ePerer 

for Engineers’ Week consisted of The Southeast Chapter held its 
Al Ahearn, W. F. Turner, Prof. quarterly meeting at the Nelson 
T. Higgins, and S. W. Stockner, WESTERN CHAPTER Hotel in Racine on Wednesday, 

Chairman. The work of the com- D. W. GRUNDITZ March 9th, at 6:30 P. M. Speaker 
mittee was eased by the help of Reporter at the meeting was Mr. Emerson 

several Southwest Chapter mem- Engineers’ Week activities of the | Donnel, Patent Attorney for the 

bers. Western Chapter of WSPE were Case Company. Mr. Donnel spoke 
There were four areas for the preceded by the regular monthly on “Patents.” 

Engineers Week activities includ- chapter meeting, February 15th. The chapter took an active part 
ing a dinner meeting during the Pre- and post-meeting articles on he observance of National En- 

week, radio and television cover- this meeting were printed in the a § = eerNe id ; 

age, publicity and display, and a La Crosse Tribune. The February gineers Week. Dinners, Bewspapes 

speakers bureau for talks to service 20th edition of the Tribune con- Stories and radio DEQETAMS “WERE 

clubs and organizations. tained only the proclamation of but a few of the highlights; how- 

Al Ahearn, as program chair- Henry Ahrens to point up the ver, one of the most outstanding 

man, took charge of the arrange- week, although much more mate- contributions was the Waukesha 

ments for the dinner meeting. The rial was furnished in a ready-to- Daily Freeman's 32-page special 

meeting was held at the Nakoma set-up form. The letter of Presi- edition devoted entirely to Profes- 
Country Club on Tuesday, Feb. 22 dent Eisenhower and a similar let- _ sional Engineering. 
at 7:00 P. M. The dinner was fol- ter by Governor Kohler to WSPE END 

lowed by a talk by Dean Kurt President Steinmetz, articles cov- 

Wendt of the College of Engineer- ering the Mayor’s Proclamation, — 

ing of the University of Wisconsin. the program outline, and the tape Horatio: “We're not making any 

Dean Wendt spoke on “Engineer- broadcast topics (the logotypes) is aownhitheatee” 
ing—Builder of a Brighter Future.” were not used—presumably be- — ™Oney on Bois :amp " eater. ; 

Prof. T. Higgins was in charge of _ cause they lacked sufficient local Nero: “Yeah, the lions are eating 

publicity and display activities. flavor. We have very little difficulty _up all the prophets.” 
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. ®t proven anxious, for the plane < i i i Guided Missiles E , for e plane accomplished its flight 

: completely free from direct human control. Launched 
(Continued from page 30) b z i H. wcf 3 

yy command radio guidance, it picked up a radio beam 

which compares the two flight paths and instantane- from London, England, on which it homed. Air speed 
ously transmits steering signals to the missile. was judged and corrected for, wind direction and 

The Nike (named for the Greek goddess of victory) velocity were checked, and fuel consumption was 

interceptor missile resides in this category. The result noted. Twelve hours and five minutes from launching 

of eight years guided missile research, the Nike is the time a radio command guidance system again picked 
only operational supersonic anti-aircraft missile that Up the plane and delivered it safely to the runway. 
can track and destroy an enemy target regardless of Homing, or self-seeking, guidance usually actualizes 

any evasive action. Here is an unclassified look at the jn a missile just prior to the missile’s final approach to 

Nike in action: the target. A missile may be made to home on heat 

A. The Nike battery receives early warning from advanced radiation, infra-red radiation, magnetic radiation, 
warning nets that hostile aircraft are approaching. sound, electric radiation, radio beams, or any quality 

B. The target is picked up and tracked by radar, and a that is characteristic of the target that is to be elim- 

anne account of its position is transmitted to the jnated. For use against Japanese transports in World 

contort center. War II the Navy developed a glide bomb, christened 
C. The missile’s control mechanisms and _ stabilization and « » 7 “ys « 

a . i the “Bat”, which utilized a self-contained radar trans- 
navigational gear are checked, and safety mechanisms . ; 3 
are disengaged. mitter and receiver. The energy impulses reflected from 

D. As the target crosses a predetermined deadline the Nike the ship served as a path for the “Bat”, and evasive 

is fired, and within seconds it has passed the sonic bar- action by the ship was of no avail. 

ricr, powered now by its own rocket engine. This field is especially open to experimentation; it is 
E. A second radar system picks up the missile, feeds the oe : ae eg 

ah 4 ‘ a a limited, theoretically, only by man’s imaginations. 
control center with information about its flight path, . a on 

and then returns commands from the central controls Already in the test stage are missiles sensitive to the 

to the missile. heat of a man’s body from a distance of one quarter 

F. The Nike achieves victory by giving its life for its com- mile. Missiles will undoubtedly be designed to sense 

try when she explodes on contact with target. any natural target radiations, such as heat, light, mag- 

she ‘ F : neti 2 adio. ie i é 
Third, and last, in this category of command guid- tic fields, and radio. Celestial guidance, a system by 

: : ; Ae er which a missile follows a path with reference to the 
ance is beam rider guidance. As in dissemination of all | ° ba : . 

oe . ; : . z relative positions of the missile and celestial bodies, 
missile guidance system information for unclassified | , ° . 

: age meng is being developed for long range intercontinental 
use, the government is also vague in its description of oiectil Possibl birds may be taught to 

; ‘ : : rojectiles. Poss: som rds m: 
beam rider guidance. All that is known of the system projecti'es Sst Ecol ie Oe y 8 

voattec £ E cdil * exercise a se smell. 
is that the missile follows a directional radar or radio exercise a Sense 0 

beam. Deviations from the beam are sensed and the aoe 

missile control system is actuated to return the missile And what of the future? Is the book on guided mis- 

to its path. Such a missile would be limited to line of — siles to be closed during peacetime periods? On the 

sight distances. These could, however, be of consider- contrary, it’s hoped that the work done for war pur- 

able length if control were executed by controlling poses will be only a primer, giving us the necessary 

from a high-altitude mother plane. fundamentals to continue research into missile utiliza- 

. tion for bettering men’s lives. Guided missiles can aid 

Homing Guidance in atomic research and mapping and can perform inter- 

It must be kept in mind that each missile developed continental express service. The most imaginative pro- 

does not always fall into one distinct category of con- posed uses of missiles are in upper air research and in 

trol, just as all humans are not classified as endo- the possible establishment of earth satellites. The satel- 

morphic, mesomorphic, or ectomorphic. Most humans lites might serve as radio and television relay stations 

are some happy, or workable, combination of these for furthering the study of astronomy and as a launch- 

physical makeups. Missiles, in the same way, may be _ ing site for space travel. If any such satellite, traveling 

guided in various ways throughout their flight paths, at speeds of 25,000 miles per hour in an orbit 500 to 

but the three categories of guidance discussed here— 4000 miles above the earth’s surface, ever becomes a 

the preset, the command, and the homing guidance reality, it will surely be a type of guided missile. And 

systems—are the most convenient and distinct classifica- any scientist with his eyes on the moon is certain to 

tions of guidance. send a missile before he attempts his maiden voyage. 

An example of how homing guidance could be com- 
‘ eth Re : . ‘ BIBLIOGRAPHY 

bined with radio command guidance to produce an in- 

tercontinental missile was afforded by an experimental “Electronics ee, July, 1953, pp. 130-4. - 

run on September 21, 1947. In Newfoundland an Air mene Now Tork. “times meee ‘August: 29, 1064, pp. Ot. 
_— we. ‘boarded ‘ts ime crew embers ‘Aircraft”, AFROTC manual, pp. 95-108. 

Force C-54 was boarded by nine as m "Ross, Guided Missiles. 

Theirs was not a busy day, although it may have Weyl, Guided Missiles. END 
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Western Electric field engineers supervise installation 
of complex electronic equipment made for Armed Forces 

Marco Polo had nothing on Western Electric’s E 
field engineers. They travel the world to advise on o 7 yf l 
use, installation and maintenance of the electronic at a y 
equipment we produce for the Armed Forces . . . p i et) Pee A 
like radar bombing systems, anti-aircraft fire con- Fr | 6hiLe aa Mel 
trol systems, and the Nike guided missile control ft) _4 oe | ~*~ = 

system. we) «(OAS |, 
o = fo f 

Western Electric is called upon to make these _ fA x ‘a it. 
things because of its vast experience with highly Vim es Aa o% 
complex electronic equipment as the manufactur- _— ‘ fo : ha a 
ing unit of the Bell System. It’s a job that presents 4 | / t : / 
an unending challenge to our engineering staff. cc’. : Ll : B ns a i 

| Wes ZY ie . av : Western product and development engineers are respon- 
VV Yo. mm sible for turning out some 50,000 different items annually 

eee & for the Bell System — everything from tiny transistors to 
MANUFACTURING AND SUPPLY UNIT OF THE BELL SYSTEM siant bays of electronic switching equipment. Shown is one stage of transistor manufacture. 
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eee ge IN| bese | cee et ee Soe een | ee a ee pi ‘ema ASME Leiker; Athletic Chairman, Dick Blom et ee ——— og pe 
. | ee. ae a ; Krueger; Publicity Chairman, Bar- [ ee The ASME student branch held ©. Rac: hk edged the fol- 

| psa PAR caccge gamed | | their annual speech contest in Feb- ney \': ‘ - as pee ge ice . 
i a eit ruary. Vern Averbye won first place ee “ in ies semester . 

A Tower of and $15.00 for his talk on “The Oe} OUg es MACerman, Jame 
syarEt ‘ i i Czech, Joe Dattilo, Bob Iverson, ° t He University of Wisconsin Heating . K, : Ch 1 MeKnicht 

. 2 Te rel yer. ar ) od Station.” Jim Bley took second Vic eT Bees anles Re nig ; 
Ls f]| place laurels and $10.00 for his Eugene adie James Raymonc 

for America’s young _| | speech on “Unionization of Engi- 2nd E. Herscher. 
| engineers with capacity for (1 | neers.” Vern will represent the Uni- Two parties have already been 
J al sp a lg " EI versity of Wisconsin in the re- held, one on March 4, 1955 which 

La wns . a cchyoiiiet | | gional contest at Minneapolis on | was known as a ae ae It LS lay, engineers and physicists {| 5 A 1 j at. at- | | are looking at tomorrow from the | April 22 and 23. Following the turned out to be just that . nm ~ 
| top of this tower... the famed (4 | Speech contest, films were shown urday, March 26, another party — Mic eT of Federal | : . i as ¢ Q i P iccemmubiascortaseesetet €1| Plastics and Needle Bearings, was held. This was a Gambling 
So +++a great development unit of %| Anoth ti as held on party with all the trimmings, 
| the world-wide, American-owned | nother meeting was wheels: dice, éte: 
| | International Telephone and | | March 9, featuring Mr. Robert ee _ 
| Telegraph Corporation, #1 | Crone of North American Avia- Kappa Eta Kappa proved its . Here, too, is opportunity for || | © « worth in the sale of St. Pats but- } the young graduate engineers of || | tion. Mr. Crone spoke on “Prob- *é sold 400 of the 500 sold F) Saetstes agri’ 222 [] | lems in the Designing of High tons 25 it sokd 400 of the 500 sok 
| | electronic field ... to work with © || Speed Navy Type Fighter Planes.” im the department of electrical ex 
| the finest facilities...to win rec- (4 Movies and slides supplemented gineering. The fraternity was well 

| oBnition . . . to achieve advance. | ia Ee represented at the St. Pat’s dance |= ment commensurate with . the talk. P , | | capacity. S . as nearly everyone attended. 
a Learn more about this noted [ Election of officers for next year 
| | Tower of Opportunity ~.ts long- | 7 | will be held at the next meeting. * 
of rogram and generous em- ce . 

i ployee benefits. See your Place- || | Any ASME member interested AIEE—IRE 
| ment Officer today for further in- | (Freshman through Junior) is The joint student branch of the 
7 formation about F Tes . ged to one of the present offi AJEE-_IRE held ting on Feb: a ||| urge see e : i eld a meeting o: = 
Ha ASSiGNMGNIS IN || | cers or Professor Harker before the ruary 17. An open house for fresh- 
L Radio Communication Systems . next meeting. An ASME 75th An- men electrical engineers was given 
H| Electron Tubes _| | niversary Award will be presented the support of the society. The pi Microwave Components oe ie . Engi . ° . anatiated 
iS Electronic Countermeasures }| | to the outstanding Engineering open house planning was initiate 
L Air ‘Navigation Systems | | Student at this meeting. Exclusive by Eta Kappa Nu, National Hon- 

Transistors and other | word has it that his initials are orary Electrical Engineering Fra- 
Co Semiconductor Devices ()| CR. ternity, and further support was S Rectifiers * Computers * Antennas | > ; 
| Telephone and C * lent by Kappa Eta Kappa, Profes- 

‘Wite Transmission Systems e sional Electrical Engineering Fra- 
4 KAPPA ETA KAPPA ternity, | 

a Federal v The Delta Chapter of Kappa Eta The February meeting was held 
Lelecommunication | | Kappa under the guidance of its jn conjunction with the Madison 

A Laboratori | | new officers: President, John Co- section of AIEE. Mr. Everett Ss. 
L Ones EEF | | ruthers; Vice President, Jerry Rol- Lee, Editor of the General Electric 
a A Division of International . efson; Secretary, Thomas Jones; Review talked on the general sub- 

Ee Telephone and Telegraph Corporation 2 Treasurer, Thomas Zander; Social ject “What’s New In Science and 
4 500 Washington Avenue, Nutley, N. J. y Chairman, Earl Schoenwetter; As- Engineering?” 
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DE ANS’ COLU MN aa a ee other. Where will you draw the 
_ | . . line? There simply is no room for 

Korr F. Wenpt ] : ac Pe. compromise. The same applies to 
Dean, College of Engineering | ) — flouting the rules and regulations 

‘ ee areal | __ of the university—and the commu- 
W. R. Marswatz, Jr. ‘ f y .  ~—nity—regarding conduct. “Every- 

Associate Dean ' S §©— body’s doing it” is not an excuse, it 
. ae te a LS is nothing more than admission of 

K. G. Surets as ae i personal failure. 
Assistant Dean eS We are proud of the record of 

=——————— KURT F. WENDT our engineering students on_ this 

Engineering and Ethics Personal and professional integ- Se ee ea 
During the past few years a rity cannot be treated as a cloak— maintain and strengthen our tradi- 

number of leaders in the engineer- something to be worn when con- tions. Without integrity there is no 
ing profession have expressed con- _ venient. A truly professional atti- profession. 
cern about the traditional honor tude must be cultivated continu- _—KURT F. WENDT 
and integrity of engineers. They ously and consistently, now during 
fear that during a period when dis- _ college as much as later on the job. * 
honesty and bribery are found all Remember that compromise in ENGINEERING INSTITUTES 
too often in government and busi- small matters inevitably leads to GRAPHIC SOLUTIONS METHODS 
ness, frequently in activities closely | compromise on large issues. 
related to engineers, we may tend Consider for a moment the re- April 21 and 22, 1955 
to let our own standards relax. How sponsibility of the student in the Graphical presentations of math- 
long is it since you have reviewed University. The situations that con- _ ematical material enable the reader 
the Canons of Ethics for Engineers _ front him are counterparts of those to more easily visualize the rela- 
and considered your personal he will meet in industry and gov- _ tionships involved and frequently 
standards? ernment. Details will change, to be are of value to the user in obtain- 

“Honesty, justice, and courtesy sure, but the issues will be dupli- ing shortcut solutions to complex 
form a moral philosophy which, as- cated. The student is entrusted or cumbersome equations. Topics 
sociated with mutual interest with many thousands of dollars that will be discussed are: funda- 
among men, constitutes the foun- worth of facilities in the form of | mental equations and curves, fami- 
dation of ethics. The engineer buildings, furniture, laboratory lies of curves, statistical analysis of 
should recognize such a standard, equipment, books, and supplies. data, curve fitting, network charts, 
not in passive observance, but as a How often have you seen carved alignment charts, nomographs and 
set of dynamic principles guiding table tops and chair arms, muti- special slide rules. This institute 
his conduct and way of life.” ... lated library books, damaged tools _ will be of interest to all technical 

The engineer, as a professional and machines? Minor, you may personnel having need to represent 

man, is frequently in a position say, and principally the result of physical data. Research findings, 
where the health, welfare, and thoughtless or irresponsible use. presentation of standard data, re- 
safety of the public are entrusted But every hour of time and every port writing, economic analysis 
to him. By virtue of his opinions, dollar of funds required for repair | and sales devices are but a few 
designs and recommendations he and replacement either reduce the | areas where these methods will 
often assumes great responsibility. facilities available for others or apply. 
Only by conducting himself at all subtract from the funds needed for Fee: $15. Robert A. Ratner, Institute 
times according to the highest improvements. Go, ordiivator, se. 
standards of conduct and perform- Extensive and unacknowledged 

ance can he earn and maintain the collaboration on individual assign- METALLOGRAPHY 

trust and respect of his associates, | ments, copying themes, cribbing April 27, 28 and 29, 1955 
his employer, his clients, and the from old reports, and outright crib- This is an institute for metallog- 
public. bing in exams lead one into the — raphers, metallurgists, technicians 
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and supervisors of such personnel. WATER CONDITIONING The Business Staff, as named by 

Its purpose is to refresh them in May 24 and 25, 1955 Barclay Gilpin, is as follows: 

current metallographic techniques, The conditioning of water for Local Advertising Manager 

acquaint them with improved tech- _ industrial use will be studied at James Cherwinka, ChE ’57. 

niques and the handling of new _ this institute. Water will be consid- _ National Advertising Manager 

metallographic materials and ered as a raw material and ways of Robert Walter, MetE ’57. 

equipment. There will also be pres- determining the substances present eae ook +26, 

entations on the analysis and prop- in the water will be summarized. s Riues, , 
: , . hods of difyi liminat- Sales Manager 

erties of new alloys and materials, | Methods of modifying or elimina: James Rydzewski, ChE ’56 
. . ‘ ing deleterious substances will be , 
Fee: $20. Robert A. Ratner, Institute di d 

Co-ordinator. ISCUSSERE 
Fee: $15. Leonard F. Hillis, Institute The position of Art Editor for 

em om Co-ordinator. the 1955-56 Staff has not yet been 
ENGINEERING ORGANIZATION * filled. Anyone interested in work- 

= ing on the staff in that capacity 
M 1955-56 WISCONSIN ENGINEER 

ay 12 and 13, 1955 STAFF NAMED should contact Bob Hentges for 
Z. . “a a w , arranging an interview. 

It is the purpose of this institute Robert A. Hentges and C. Bar- 

to present methods of coordinating clay Gilpin have been named to 

the various engineering activities, the two top positions on the 1955- UNDERGRADS ATTEND POWER 

with each other and with the rest 56 Wisconsin Engineer staff—Ed- CONFERENCE 
of the organization. By so doing,  jtor-in-Chief and Business Man- Fourteen University of Wiscon- | 
a more efficient, dynamic organiza- ager, respectively. The positions sin engineering students were 
tion should result. Chief engineers, | were awarded by the Faculty 

bs mianavers 1 oth = among the 121 college students to 
Wee : ase anu = ers con- Board of Directors upon the a be guests at the 17th annual Ameri- 

cerned with the administrative ommendations of the present Ed- can Power conference at the Sher- 

problems of an engineering office itor and Business Manager, Knee- man hotel in Chicago March 30 
will find the institute a valuable land Godfrey, Jr. and Carroll through April 1. 

source of information. Rands, respectively. . 

Fee: $15. Robert A. Ratner, Institute The Editorial Staff, as named by R my are David P. Hartman, 
Co-ordinator. Bob Hentges is as follows: obert C. Costen, Joseph F. Pech, 

. ; Jerome Rolefson, Robert J. Schauer, 
% Bd Associate Editor David L. H 1 ‘ 

Jon Baumgartner, ChE’56. Davi _1L. Hannon, electrical en- 

INDUSTRIAL HEATING Issue Editors Fonen te ake Aaron Grady, 

APPLICATIONS Ron Schroeder, ME’57, Carl Burnard, oger W. Sackett, Robert F. En- 
May 18, 19 and 20, 1955 CE’57, Bob Elton, ChE’57, John Bollin- gel, F. A. Luhman, Robert G. 

. . ' ger, ME’57, Tom Kanneman, EE’57 and Burke, Milo O. Swanson, Wallace 
It is the intent of this institute to Philip Noth, ChE’57. Yeskie and Irvin J. Bernard, me- 

present practical information con- Story Co-Editors chanical engineering juniors. 
cerning the design, use, selection Don Edwards, ME’56 and Dick White, “p in PB » h 
and control of industrial furnaces _©e’56. th ae ia ower was the 
of various types. To obtain the — Stories Staff eme of : his year's conference, 

most efficient operation of furnaces Joby Bollinger; Tom Kennemen',  Spousone oy — | - 
5 a Carl Burnard* and Phillip Noth*. Technology in cooperation with 14 

and optimum application to the 5 awatil : j 4 
Se Be 2 Copy Editor universities and nine engineering 

product, it is important that the ; . ‘ced 
ae E : Bill Gresenz, ChE’56. societies. 

user be familiar with the basic pur- Photography Editor 
pose of the furnaces, how they act Jim Richards, MetE’58. Topics discussed at the confer- 
upon various materials and the op- _ publicity Editor ence included atomic and solar 
eration of accessory equipment. Alan Black, EE’57. energy, the St. Lawrence seaway, 

For those who wish to improve the Feature Editors salt water conversion, natural gas 
quality of their product and to de- Alumni Notes—John Albrecht, CE’56. Substitutes, automatic controls, and 
crease costs, this institute should Science Highlights-Dick Tomlin, — efficient production methods. 

be of benefit and interest. Product  ChE’56. Among the displays at the con- 
. . : u Engine Ears—Ron Kuchera, EE’58. g the csp ays ee 

designers, superintendents and WSPE.—Ron Schroeder® and Bob ference were models of the first 

foremen, heat treat specialists, tool Eons nuclear reactors for power and for 
engineers and metallurgists are Campus News—Larry Barr, ME’57 and industrial research. Westinghouse 

some who would be concerned Dick Peterson, ME’57. Electric corporation displayed its 
with the problems that will be So You Think You're Smart—-Sneedly power reactor and Armour Re- 
discussed. (again). search Foundation of Illinois Insti- 

Fee: $20. Robert A. Ratner, Institute * also will act as issue editor for one tute of Technology showed its pro- 

Co-ordinator. issue. posed research reactor. END 
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STATIC ro 
or jaded jokes for slow pokes : oe oe 

The dime isn’t entirely worthless .. fe wes we 
—it makes a fairly good screw- ie a y RD iw: Ce 

driver. bie yma 1) ae Pa i a 
| 4 Lo. tl Oras FG 

“8° : rT .,6hlU A OZ Ul 
Three men were sitting on a park ‘ ation a ZA 1 ory 

3. % a” 6h Uti s . PERS 
bench. The man in the middle was a ee , Jan be eae 
sitting quietly as though asleep. Fe Fee or 2 aa 
But the two men on either side : on) A ae al 

were going through the motions of hey : - oe el 

fishing. With deadly seriousness i oe ot a 
5 qs : ie || ar 

they would cast, jerk their lines me il rN 

gently, then swiftly wind their ~ a Fe ae a 

imaginary reels. This had gone on 
for some time when a policeman 

sauntered over, shook the man in 

the middle and demanded, “Are ENGINEERING WRITING 
these two nuts friends of yours?” 

“Yes, officer,” replied the man. 

“Well, get them out of here 

then.” 

“Right away, officer,” said the Hughes Research and Development 

man as he began to row vigorously. Laboratories are engaged inacontinu- 

a Pe ing program for design and manufac- 

EE: “Well, what would you like . . ture of integrated radar and fire con- 

to drink?” 7 Here is an ideal way trol systems in military all-weather 

vege eT Lhe for the engineer or interceptor aircraft. Engincers who 

Coed: “I guess I'll have cham- c. s produce the maintenance and opera- 

pagne.” physicist with some tional handbooks for this equipment 

EE: “Well, guess again!” vd i work directly with engincers and 
2 e 4 : aptitude for writing to scientists engaged in development of 

When Steve Allen told this one enter the field of advanced radar fire control systems, electronic 

. . computers, and other advanced elec- ; P' 

on his TV show it brought down electronics. In this tronic systems and devices. 

the house: barb relatively new and Your effortin the field of engincer- 

A grouch went into a barber ing writing through these publica- 

shop and said to the barber: “I expanding area you can tions transmits information to other 

want a shave, see? T don't want nae neds ond | cated cal come " % ion, ¢ and dif 

haircut. I don't want a shampoo. effective use of your cation of Hughes equipment in the 

I don’t want a shine. I don’t want a : field. 

a manicure. I don’t want any chit- academic training while You will receive additional training 

chat, see? I just want a shave. You acquiring additional in the Laboratories at full pay to be- 
derstand?” . come familiar with Hughes equip- 

une a on experience, ment. Seminars are conducted by 

Lather?” asked the barber. publications specialists to orient new 

an writers. After-hours graduate courses 8 ; 
America is the only country under Company sponsorship are 

where they lock up the jury at available at nearby universities. 

court recess and let the prisoner go 

home. 
ee Oe 

Vocational adviser to youth: 

“Your vocational aptitude test indi- HUGHES SCIENTIFIC AND 

cates that your best opportunities ENGINEERING STAFF 

lie in a field where your father RESEARCH AND 

holds an matsnittal position.” DEVELOPMENT Culver City, Los Angeles County, California 

And then there is the one about LABORATORIES 

the near-sighted snake that eloped Photograph above: Engineer-writer John Burnett (lett) 
. works with engineers John H. Haughawout (right) and 

with a rope. Donald King to compile handbook information. 

(To be kept in stitches, see page 60) 
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e ni} eta ES Petrochemicals Pay ee) 
(Continued from page 16) ) “ae a f 1 Ei : 

of iso-propene at — 38° C gives butyl rubber,the su- | ae a C 
perior new rubber used for innertube manufacture. i _ a : 
Polymerization of ethylene produces several types of a pl 
products including lubricating oils and the plastic =z, ri a 
material, Polyethene, which is used extensively as an a (i 
insulation for high frequency electrical cables. : if ode ; 

All of the processes discussed above have one factor , oe t 
in common. That is that during the reaction no ele- 4 Pl 
ments outside of carbon or hydrogen have been in- r Cla : 
volved directly. Other compounds were used as cata- i : : ! 
lysts but did not react with the petrochemicals. In the Eis | Spt ‘ 
following processes outside elements such as oxygen | j ; [ 
and chlorine, will be involved. 4 Me A : oe : 

Oxidation is the combining of hydrocarbons with a / : - : Petree. 
oxygen to form compounds not ordinarily found in i \ B : cS 
petroleum. To bring oxidation about a substance called ij ak > 
an oxidizing agent is used. Oxidation of petroleum | Tt | ; . 
fractions produces some of the more familiar chemicals. i q c 
Formaldehyde, acetone, and acetic acid are all oxi- yt : 
dized hydrocarbons. Paraffin waxes can be oxidized to a | 
obtain high molecular weight fatty acids which in turn r | : 
can be reacted with glycerine to produce synthetic, ae ; 
edible fats. . 

Dust filtration bags made of Du Pont’s “Orlon” acrylic fiber 
being installed at the Ville Platte, La., plant of the Cabot Carbon 

ae Dl Oe : Company to recover costly carbon black from smokestack wastes. 

\ { Sek oe ay Halogenation is the adding of the halogens; chlorine, 
gee way | bromine, flourine, and iodine to hydrocarbons. Halo- 
an a / genation of paraffins, olefins, and aromatics produces 

, <a | a large number of compounds which in themselves are 
we es, o » useful or which are useful in making other products. 
a "ae | Halogenation of ethylene to ethylene dichloride and 

— | the removal of HC1 gives vinyl chloride which is the 
' ‘| basic material for many plastics and resins. One of the 

fi sin 7 most widely known of halogen derivatives is 1,1,1- 
[3 r \ ef eee it : . trichloro-2,2-bis (p-chloropheny!) ethane, better known 
et { in — i as that famous insecticide D.D.T. 

b> ae ¢ e- : k In many cases the final product obtained in the re- 
Bic ae es : finement of petroleum fractions to petrochemical prod- 

_ eae ee = Se re. a ucts is a combination of several of the before men- 
i ry = tioned processes. One of the biggest developments 
sf ae. 2 - | i 7 during World War II is a good example of this. Ethyl 

as b oo - ti || benzene which has been produced by alkylation of 
4 —. —— GELG| 7) benzene with ethylene is dehydrogenated to form 
i a : Es styrene. This then is combined with butadiene which 

a " . oe ae — = is fhe Gehyduogenction product of butane and Piscine 
ee ee i, ese products are allowed to stand and a polymer o} 
ee —" F-@ butadiene and styrene is formed which is GR-S rubber 

eae ee ae i bo (Government Rubber-Styrene). In another combination 
fee ae a eed [Fs reaction, iso-butylene is polymerized using sulfuric 

| / . . : acid as a catalyst to the dimer (diiso-butylene). The These curtains will keep their fresh newness for years even . ‘ : 
if hung in the sunniest windows, because they are made of dimer is then hydrogenated to 2,2,4-trimethylpentane 
“Orlon” acrylic fiber. Curtains of the Du Pont fiber also resist which is used as the standard for 100 octane rating. 

deterioration | from other destructive elements such as radiator Although few people realize it, the fact is that petro- heat and acid city soot, which tend to quickly weaken many . z 
ordinary curtains. Use of “Orlon” means that the curtains can chemical products are widely used throughout the 
be washed over and over again without starching or stretching. (Continued on page 46) 
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 r—ri‘(éCC_C*iCOC*Ciw®CCW ee q Pe ‘ — ee fc oy Fe i fe 

fo — r—r——C—C—“—CrCSC UPC mmr 

: ——_——,,rrr—“airrsrsrsrs—s~s—Ssi—SesrsSs 5 a . eT 
: : : oe — —rt—“‘“‘“_OENNttsSsSsS<‘ 

: : : oe — oe 

Superimposed over this man’s head is the matrix (or heart) of RCA Electronic “Memory.” See description below. 

' 66 a9 New RCA Magnetic ‘‘Memory”’ recalls 
. . 

thousands of facts in a fraction of a second 

Each dot youseeinthesquaresabove ond, any information it holds. ory” is responsible for one achieve- 
is actually a magnetic “doughnut” Almost instantly, an insurance ment after another in television, 

so tiny that it barely slides over a company can process a claim. Just _ radio, radar and other RCA products. 
needle point. Despite its size, how- as fast, a manufacturer with inven- 

ever, each “doughnut” stores away _ tories spread around the country can 
one bit of information for future ref- _ determine what products are making WHERE TO; MR: ENGINEER? 
erence. And 10,000 of them fit ona | money—and where. RCA offers careers in research, 
framework smaller than the size of With such “memories,” electronic development, design, and manu- 

this page! computers predict accurately the facturing for re a ee with 
Here are the cells of the RCA mag- _ next day’s weather for the nation, ERE ONL a or Physics Be full 

netic ‘‘memory”’ that is the key ele- using data on atmospheric pressure, inforietion write bo: Mr. Robert 
ment in virtually all high-speed elec- temperature, and wind velocity from Haklisch, Manager, College Re- 
tronic computers. The greatest signif- every part of the United States. lations, Radio Corporation of 
icance of this ““memory’’ is its ability The leadership in electronics that America, Camden 2, N. J. 

to deliver, in a few millionths of a sec- created this man-made RCA “‘mem- Po 

® 

RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA 
ELECTRONICS FOR LIVING 
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. and after shave lotion all contai trochemicals. If Petrochemicals i contain petrochemicals 
Gonsraied 44) he has a basement workshop he uses petrochemicals 
(Continued from page as lubricants and greases. His car burns gasoline which 

country and the world in every field of endeavor. These in itself is a petroleum derivative and has additives in 
products have come upon the country making life it which are petrochemicals. Lead tetraethyl is the 
easier, and bringing happiness to millions of people most common additive. Antifreeze used in the radiators 
everywhere. of automobiles can also be produced from petroleum. 
ae oche mies and Denes eee are tsed Everybody uses plastic. It is used as a replacement 

i Ac m ie ae bs 80) vents, u as a i for cloth, silverware, dishes, wood or metal parts in 
7 oe — ie aia sa et eve F Orseck tools, and even as a replacement for glass. Such uses 
i, ol ; anc eet © vi is ve — . a : ie ee depend on the variety of properties exhibited by dif- 

een i f a as i Svinante. m t i seabile i" _ "Y ferent plastics. Plastic tablecloths, hoses, and tubing 

" Ae ie roca aa _ de ore in um vost, wale nn depend on the pliability and strength of the material 
and carbon tetrachloride are two important solvents 4.04 is made out of. Yet dishes and tool eae FECES 
used in industry today. oh ; 

ti) 7 . stiffness and strength. 
Petrochemicals are used by chemical concerns as : ; : ; 

starting materials and intermediates in the manufacture The rise of the petrochemical industry in the United 

of a multitude of products. These products and their States is truly phenomenal. The industry might well be 

uses are so numerous that it would be impossible to Called the newest brainchild of American Industry. 
mention all of them. Some of the more common ones Aren’t we lucky that it has enjoyed such good health 

are mentioned in the next few paragraphs. in its early years that it seems destined to become a 

Today's housewife uses petrochemicals in) many leader in our search for a better life? 

ways. Synthetic detergents that she uses to wash dishes 

and clothes are derived from petroleum. Lipstick, face BIBLIOGRAPHY 

powder, and other cosmetics have petrochemical bases. 1. Egloff, “Chemicals from Petroleum”, The Oil and Gas Jour- 

Perfume is also based on petrochemicals. If she is cook- nal, Volume 46, Number 17, Pages 830-47. 

ing, synthetic flavorings from petroleum will make the 2. Kuhn, W. E., “Petrochemistry Comes of Age,” The Texaco 
food taste better. Star, Volume 39, Number 1, Pages 3, 6, 7, 8. 

The man of the house also finds many uses for petro- 3. Kiddoo, “Petrochemical Processes”, Chemical Engineering, 
leum derived products. His hair oil, shaving cream, Volume 59, Number 9, Pages 149-168. END 

» aa 
Q xy = ae o , >, ~ a SPECIAL | 

a Ve i ras bec 2 oe aes |\ 

TN OT Le s. ae Cl Out Sal Be? Sd (Ze — ose Uut vale 
a a \f ego. fe. ° . A | A eek fe No. 401 Field Books OG S een 2 

em | cece Nee 
EL pi Dre \ | 

re Ree) aoe ——— — Cc eac 
TAS Be EL 

\ AES 6 PLT 
oR eS a #tEL 

\ ONO HME SSE om 
\ Sy NTI CSS SSB eS / Y * 
Xe OMp CLCNESS... 
oe \ i 

MIT) [DOs A Key to K & E Leadership N’S 
1 er ted [AIS SA 

iy es Lak foe Graphs and charts to analyze and illustrate an 
of bd fi ify ef ‘dl ariety of facts or trends are vital to busi- 
ox ll Cee . Hoss men, nienufacturers, engineers, architects, Book Shop Inc. 

ger eae surveyors, mathematicians, scientists. K&E make 
beater a complete range of graph forms essential for TWO LOCATIONS 

these many differing needs. (Write Keuffel & 

Esser, Dept. 1254, Hoboken, N.J., for a free book- 712 673 
KEUFFEL & ESSER CO. tet “Graph Sheets”) Completeness is one of the STATE ST. STATE ST. 

New York . Hoboken, N. J. keys to K&E Jeadership in drafting, reproduction, 
Chicago © St.Louis ¢ Detroit surveying and optical tooling equipment and 

Son Francisco © Los Angeles ¢ Montreal materials, in slide rules and measuring tapes. 
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Another page for MINT WAT Nan Ta 
@ How to carry 35-ton loads in 

a roll-neck lathe 

: a om The engineers who designed this roll-neck 
ie a — Ej. \aeeg Jathe were faced with three problems. 1) 

a :: oe lhe i oa | | To build a lathe that would cut finishing 
Ss) en ( fi f a i. - - 7 time as much as 75%; 2) To build a lathe 
fe DCU a that would give great accuracy and 3) To 
_ |. - i fe provide great load-carrying capacity as 
le nL ae ae Prin well. Their answer was this electronically- 
i. oo Oe _ controlled mill roll lathe. To carry the 35- 
ie ete _ a. se | } ton loads with a maximum runout of .0003 
— “2 | ag 7 > and still do the job quickly, they specified 
cs a8 a Timken® tapered roller bearings. 

ie e FL TTT Why TIMKEN’ bearings have a] 
e e Re Le in Nl ' a C high load capacity fag aa 

This cross-section of a Timken tapered roller bearing Te ‘i en. ss m = 

illustrates one reason why Timken bearings do such a — _ a y 
good job under heavy load conditions. Notice that there  — mt i 
is full line contact between the rollers and races. It’s this la 
full line contact that distributes the load over a wider iii i. | 
area, gives Timken bearings their extra load-carrying 
capacity. | 

e Want to learn more about bearings 
e ene 

or job opportunities? 
| L Some of the engineering problems Timken bearings. And for infor- 
Ne > \ you'll face after graduation will mation about the excellent job 
Lo 7. \ involve bearing applications. opportunities at the Timken 
oO \ For help in learning more about Company, write for a copy of “This 

Vi ). bearings, write for the 270-page — Is Timken”. The Timken Roller 
, General Information Manual on Bearing Company, Canton 6, O. 

O | IMKEN bd r | FS) NOT JUST A BALL © NOT JUST A ROLLER o> THE TIMKEN TAPERED ROLLER a> 

SADE MARI REG. Ur S: PAT. OFF. ‘e NW = BEARING TAKES RADIAL @) AND THRUST ~@~ LOADS OR ANY COMBIN ¢ . an - ATION HE TAPERED ROLLER BEARINGS \ NWO 9 3 
oS 
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Edited by Carl Burnard, CiE’57 

ELECTRICAL MARVELS COMING world will be improved tremen- ous techniques and devices have 
SOON dously. been created at the Westinghouse 

Cordless electric clocks auto- MORE RADAR FOR REDS Research Laboratories. One phase 

matically regulated by short wave Soviet: foross du Austtia have of the study calls for a point-by- 

from Arlington, Va., picture-on- added a new link to the chain of point examination of what is hap- 
a et as kan radar stations stretching from the poaitig within a flame of propane 

aris flights in three hours, an Baltic to the Black Sea. Although ang ar. 

oven TOaSE in a few minutes, lum- most Soviet radar units in Austria First a special kind of flame had 
inous ceilings . . . are small and mobile, the latest be created so that the tempera- 

These and many other marvels bases in the Soviet zone are ture and gas compositions might 

of the electrical industry will come — equipped with permanent radar in- be accurately determined at closely 

sooner than we realize. stallations. spaced intervals within the flame. 

Despite the marvels already FLAME STUDY—POINT BY POINT For this Purpose:.2: Means was de- | 

wrought, the electrical age is ac- ~~ vised for creating (2 horizontal flat 
. oe an In the never-ending research to flame, ie. all the burning takes 

tually only beginning and future . . . | 
developments based on electricity learn just how hydrocarbons Teact place in a very short distance ver- 

will overshadow all the accom- with oxygen—i.e. fire--some ingeni- tically. At atmospheric pressure it 

plishments thus far. anni ee 

It has been predicted that within aE 

five years many homes will be a ae v 

heated entirely by electricity at a —— ee en. 

cost comparable to present fuels. ee : —— oe \ y . 

Flexible lighting is not far off, with a ee Gene Ke ba 

every room having luminous ceil- a ag a al rl iy i 

ings which can be varied in bright- a 4 a a : 2 — ef 

ness and color for any seeing wt / eg os oe ~ 

needs. Switches will turn on the WS. A  « Ys i 

lights automatically, as one enters Sa. c| ie my 4 ‘ 

the room. New types of insulation = me 

will allow room for 18 cubic feet ne 

of food storage space, both frozen 

and conventional, in the area now LATEST CUNNINGHAM NEARS COMPLETION 

required for an 8 cubic-foot 
refrigerator. In line with the proposed reduc- The famous Offenhauser engine, 

Proves such as this will be tion of engine displacement which manufactured by Meyer & Drake 
rogress such as this will be a . . 

| Ga may become effective in 1956 for Engineering Company, has been 
equaled or exceeded by similar , . . B 2 
advances in factoriesand on fais, International Sports Car competi- selected and is presently undergo- 

ys tion, Briggs Cunningham, Ameri- ing rigid dynamometer testing in- 

This PEO press presents a chal- ca’s post-war pioneer in bringing corporating experiments in mani- 

| lenge, for, as in the flowering of — America to the forefront of inter- folding and carburation for the 

the electrical age, its continued jational racing, announces his new purpose of obtaining high power 

growth will demand the best in 3 liter model—designated the C-6R. output from the ordinary highway 

human imagination, ingenuity, for- This advanced design is a cul- gasoline to which sports car racing 

titude and plain, hard work. mination of racing experience is officially confined. 
Atomic energy holds the promise gained since 1951 and is expected The prototype C-6R is entered 

of alleviating the misery of millions to exceed previous models in ac- for the 12-hour race at Sebring, 

of people, if enough men will stay celeration, top speed, braking and Florida, on March 13th, The deci- 
up enough nights and work hard  yoad-holding. The entire chassis sion as to whether or not this 
enough. If atomic energy can be and suspension is an integrated model in its present form will be 

put to the creative uses for which unit designed and built entirely by raced in Europe next summer will 

it holds great promise, the material Cunningham with no compromise be determined shortly after the 

well-being of the people of the to mass production economies. Sebring event. 
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is almost the size and shape of a At many places on railroad track, LI ee. Bas a thin pancake; at pressure equiv- accumulations of journal oil can be _ « ee 
alent to 65,000 feet altitude it is observed outside the wear band. ies eb : es a Lay 
somewhat thicker. When the rails become moist or a ae FE ge — os 

To measure the temperature at — damp, the oil spreads over the rail, ore Pa ote ra ae 
intervals of each millimeter ver- pushing the water off. The result oe 5 y a bi es 4 
tically, ice. along the thin dimen- is a thin film of oil which causes eas oe ay 
sion, very special thermocouples slipping and often stalls crack eg an %, Pa 8 Le 
were devised. So that the thermo- trains traveling on grades. ay : 4 en eat s 1 ae 7 
couples would not disturb the gas Journal oil, used in the bearings a ay ae ee 
flow the wires of platinum and of freight cars, contains some per- oa a ey, Vane i, Le 

rhodium were made as small as centage of animal oils which . ig oe ee , 

possible—down to 0.2 of a mil spread rapidly over a polished sur- fa Le hg be 4 
thick, or about one tenth the face in the presence of a small y F me s Ped 

diameter of a human hair. Also, to amount of water. Oxidized mineral 7 4 us | be a . i 
prevent the platinum from acting oils seem to exhibit the same char- ls i. bei, . ma 
as a catalyst in the flame, it had to acteristics as animal oils or fish Pe ye ar oe le 

be coated with an inert material. oils. and, spread ovex a polidhed i Seer’ NAOT. wees ’ Pe, 
. . ies amen e ee RS 

surface in the presence of moisture. nial: 
BASEBALL IN THE AIR Guie dine ef ofl te has ares ; A ie 

. ne drop of oil in the presence r a. 
. The World Series was telecast of moisture has the ability to cover — : i =~ 

live in Cuba through use of a a surface: of five square: meters, ‘If NESS 

DC-3. The plane, flying at 8,090 tracks were not interrupted by rail SELFWELDING PROCESS 
feet, picked up the signal from Mi- joints; this one drop would spread / 
ami and relayed it via microwave alone the polished running part of Look, no hands—Welding with- 

to the Cuban national network. the rail (54 inch wide) to form a out touching his work, this do-it- 
. j yourself enthusiast is using a new 

slippery film for a distance of two - . ; : 
RAILS SLIPPERY?—JUST WASH ’EM tniles, ce — to make an 

‘ : 4 ; . ash tray stand. The new process, 
; Every day could be wash day It has been known sm the developed by The Lincoln Electric 
somewhere on the railroads if a garliest experience with railroads Gon yany of Cleveland. Ohio. is 
revolutionary new theory uncov- that rails which looked perfectly 14 t ote cosine rin the oe 

ered by the General Electric Com- satisfactory would, with the intro- fs # as eas 5% ns 5 on a ij Tit 
pany proves economically feasible. — quetion of moisture, lose adhesion. ar) The rocess ee itens a a 

The theory points to washing — yen before the turn of the Cen- cial dteolende, electrode holder and rails—with a detergent possibly— tury it was observed that if rain eral AC weldin machine which 
te Delp SOURS O88 Ge thie al continued, adhesion would be re- anes it possible for ‘i erson with- roads’ oldest and most expensive stored, but no satisfactory explana- oat _ sh aa or oa « Howie 

a ee Of locomotive Hon of ‘this “was offered: excellent welds the first time he 
wees. fgced Cleaning methods now under ries. The any developed the 

5 Ahe testy holds that slipp ine investigation: in addition to water, recess ‘t on as ibe ae fixit- 
is caused by an extremely thin, include detergents, solvents, open yourself and hobby craftsman, as 
practically invisible layer of oil uD flame, and ultraviolet light. If a well as business and service estab- 

proximately one roveeule thick, suitable cleansing agent is found, lishments could have an easy 

which spreads et ele . mu much of the sand currently used method of working with metals. ning band of a rail at the onset of ei locomoLVes 16 SApROVe trac 

rain OF ‘when there is dew. Despite tion on wet days can be eliminated, breath—a specially applied cataly- 
its thinness, this “monomolecular with the added benefit of a reduc- . nized . 3 
layer” can withstand pressures so tion inthe-drag of the wain tic. type aluminized epoxy aesin 
high (up to 75,000 pounds per s : material, which means it’s as dur- 

square inch) that locomotive able as baked enamel and imper- 
wheel loads ordinarily used will FASHION NOTE vious to combustion products from 

not break through it. New Lockheed Super Constella-  ©xhaust stacks, 
From the earliest days of loco- tions are wearing two coats on 

motives pulling trains, the slipping their wing assemblies this year. BIG BUSINESS 
of locomotive wheels has been a Coat No. 1 is the normal zinc One of the nation’s largest steel 
problem. Slippery rail conditions chromate primer applied to detail firms expects to furnish about 600 
often result in stalled trains, over- parts of interior metal surfaces of tons of steel for each million dol- 

speeded traction motors, delay, and inner and outer wing assemblies. lars spent on toll roads. 
expense. Coat No. 2 is—take a deep (Continued on page 52) 
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Engineer Salaries There has been ol many years ath ‘Here ne ‘ads 

stronger than ever a very heavy demand for technician 

(Gontinued: fomnage 19) services and other services which graduates with tech- 

The Sanitary Engineering division of the Board of nical institute training are qualified to provide. How- 
Health has experienced difficulty in obtaining suitable — ever, we do not have a sufficient supply of such insti- 

personnel for their Engineer I positions on account of — tute graduates; so many engineering graduates are 

the low salary offered. often initially placed in positions involving little exer- 

Inquiry at the Forest Products Laboratory indicated — gige of their technical and professional qualifications. 
that there had been no change in the Federal salary No attempt will be made herein to suggest a procedure 

scales for engincers as reported last year. It appears of regimentation within the educational system as a 

that an increase of 5 per cent is being requested for remedy. The desires of American youths are too strong 

the next biennium. to be dealt with in such a fashion. The existing situa- 
tion does provide an opportunity for those youths who 

Changes in Wages Paid Industrial Workers are technically, temperamentally and physically quali- 

In connection with changes which have occurred in tied to succeed in the profession, and it eliminates the 
wage scales, it seems proper to call attention to the argument of those who enter this highly competitive 

following tabulation which was reported by the Ameri- field that they were not allowed to try. 

can Iron and Steel Institute as a supplement to the Actually, many engineering graduate find themselves 

April, 1954, issue of “Steel Facts”. Special attention is in positions far less attractive than they had anticipated 

called to the marked increases which have taken place on account of their own deficiencies or because of 
since 1950. unfortunate circumstances surrounding their positions. 

TABLE Il—HOW THE INCREASES IN AVERAGE HOURLY EARNINGS IN STEEL COMPARE 
WITH THOSE IN OTHER INDUSTRIES 

Increases in Average Hourly Earnings, Selected Industries, 1939,* January 1950” and January 1954° 

Average Hourly Earnings Increase Increase 

Year January — January 1939 to Jan. 50 to 
Industry 1939 1950 1954° Jan. 54® Jan. 54° 

Blast furnaces, steel works and rolling mills ................0200002+++2+.-$.838 $1,675 $2.18 $1.342, $.505 

Meatpacking, Wholesale «ys vs sara os veqieees ye og eeumeE BE eG er ms wa vee LOBE 1.419 1.91 1.224 491 

Textile-mill products... 0.000000 c cece eee ete eee eee) 460 1.202 1.37 910 168 

AUCOHIOBUES soy i ce secon oe BEER OS BE MORES OS RE FESR OR GENO OG mm es aos 1920 1.715 2.20 1.271 485 

COpWER ANININE cee ox scmevo: oe ws sesame om ce mei oo ee moran om ene a on umn TOES) 1.585 2.12 1.441 535 

Bituminous coal « a cease 04 wa. sey ag 84 Hs HOSS OH PA eee ee ae ee eres 886 1.933 2.48 1.594 547 

Rubber tress Tweets cnccew we ce vos wane we oe weteime ae immme ua ee on excoen WDDT 1.763 2.21 1.253 AAT 

Blecthical ma@hineFy: a5 sa as seed ch ie Haws BU HESS oe Wi GR ac KoRee ee WOE 1.443 1.80 1.098 357 

Source: U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, Hours and Earnings. 

(a) 1939 was the last prewar year. 

(b) January of 1950 was the base period used for wage stabilization purposes by the W.S.B. . 

° Preliminary. 

Another table from the same source shows that the Such conditions cause frustration and feelings of dis- 

average hourly savings for workers in all manufactur- content which make the possessor ready to listen to 

ing industries increased from $0.22 in 1914 to $1.80 in the arguments for unionization. The acuteness of this 

1954, and for workers in the steel industry the compar- sense of failure among men who have been out of col- 

able figures were $0.30 in 1914 and $2.18 in 1954. A lege for several years is sharpened by the knowledge 
comparison of these changes in wage scales with the that green graduates are being paid salaries nearly as 

changes in salary scales paid engineers (see M. O. high as their own for performing work only a trifle less 

Withey’s paper of 1954 WSPE Convention) over the demanding. 

same periods shows that the salaries of professional 

engineers have not kept pace with the increases in The Suggested Remedy 
wage scales for these groups of workers. First, let our engineering college faculties make 

greater efforts to instill in the minds of their students 
The Influence of Existing Salary Scales on the fact that engineering is a profession and a profes- 

the Profess‘ona] Status of the Eng’neer sion to be exalted. Let both the colleges and profes- 

In order to appreciate the influence which inade- sional employers strive to make clear to embryo en- 

quate salaries have had on many persons who are gineers the distinction between professional positions 

classified as engineers, it is necessary to review briefly Wherein applications of discretion, initiative, judgment 
the supply and demand for engineering qualifications. (Continued on page 54) 
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SMALLMAN Vv In 1888, the aluminum industry consisted of one company— 

located in an unimpressive little building on the east side of 

STREET Pittsburgh. It was called The Pittsburgh Reduction Company. 

The men of this company had real engineering abilities and 
viewed the work to be done with an imagineering eye. But 

they were much more than that. They were pioneers ... 
leaders . .. men of vision. 

A lot has happened since 1888. The country... the 
company ... and the industry have grown up. Ten new 

territories have become states, for one thing. The total 

industry now employs more than 1,000,000 people— y ploy: peop. 
and the little outfit on Smallman Street? Well, it’s a lot 

bigger, too—and the name has been changed to Alcoa. 
ALUMINUM COMPANY OF AMERICA .. . but it’s still the 

leader—still the place for engineering “firsts”. 

n As you prepare to trade textbooks for a position in 
Zr industry, consider the advantages of joining a 

Ay ISS Ss dynamic company like Alcoa—for real job stability 
Ly ie SS s \ and pleasant working conditions—where good 

big) Wes % » men move up fast through their association with 
: Yigg. Vs = ay the recognized leaders in the aluminum industry. 

> fig See LS Wy, XX WOO 
LSI i TSS i 

Alcoa's new RSet 3 Wy Vy WS SS tty | pp! 

bulsing LS Es ils Wy] NS ye aI eee Fy EP ee 
SOLS 8 Hy Yn ~ SS QU oh hill yA 

(SSE SAG) SS SS eet ne 
Lye 2 2 GHG) > eS Sie 

PY 1) (KN Naa 
Ax fat Le os Se NS Ot ese) We have fine positions for college graduate ch ws a > SN P Be & oS es “© “ela y SSNS *  engineers—in our plants, sales offices and 

g a A ee ik <<. SS SS research laboratories from coast to coast. 

2 ao ue ee a Ls Soe | These are positions of responsibility in 
. me Ls ee eS yey production supervision, plant and design 

iO) A : , x . ‘~ oN SY NN . engineering, industrial research or sales 
. mt BS y Xa ei) engineering. Right now it may be 

“ > Ty 8 eK! quicker than you think from a seat in 
j Fhe, y > 6 et \ cP t the classroom to your career with 

V4 Y a : 1, & Te Tan S| Alcoa. Why not find out? 

Le da j fo} . Si) Y << 1 Your Placement Director will be 
A jp hs Ss OR : j | Pape th Pay fh “~ glad to make an appointment for 

; LT IE j PN OS py Sh. you with our personnel represent- 

/ Af fi lL  . ew ~~ PS bY. ative. Or just send us an applica- 
. } j a F y vy a SY ie. tion yourself. ALUMINUM 

in ee. “eg Sy CoMPANY OF AMERICA, 1825 
/ tf i fl 7 =& I i a ~T Maw Alcoa Bldg., Pittsburgh 19, Pa. ae. at mele.” yy 

1h ) a Fs Up.” = 

‘et i i | ae a. => Bh OO 

TTY i MUP Si 
ay Agi i ime | ee acuminum company oF AMERICA 
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e e e . . 2 
says, making it par arly adapt- Science Highlights ays, making it p articularly adapt 

. able for cleaning marine engines, 
Att d (Continued from page 49) i 

en engine rooms, and decks of tankers. 
AEROSOL HELPS DO GREASE, . 

Summer School OIL REMOVAL JOB As a grease remover on engines 

Heavy deposits of grease and oil and metal parts, the product is 
for En ineers that are messy and make auto en- sprayed over dirty surfaces and 

g gines, marine equipment, or other allowed to soak in for 15 to 20 min- 

in Colorado's machinery appear old beyond their utes ve the a are howe 

Rocky Mountains years can be softened and loosened = ™SC¢, weten ne spray under 

. ee aa : ressure. In cleaning installed auto Leased da. Boulder, wid: ies wild with a new aerosol spray so they Pp Sen 63 ses ould be 

climate and cool nights, in view of can be flushed clean with water. engines, the alr Cleaner should be 
snow-capped peaks, and within easy we ari removed after the engine has been 
walking distance of mountain trails The product contains no acids or armed d ir f 
and streams, the alkali which might harm metal sur- warmea up and waterproor cover- 

U . it f C | d faces, its manufacturer claims, and ings or plastic food-freezer bags 
hiversity 0 olorado > should be placed over the carbu- # usual program of summer can also be used as a cleaner on * De : os 

offers an ui :. % re} rT istr] . 
Study and recreation. The painted surfaces, clothing, and up- retor inlet and distributor cap to 

Cc il f Enain rin holstery. Big advantage in such keep the water spray out of elec- 

ollege O nginee g cases is the time-saving conven- trical and fuel systems. 

provides excellent opportunities for ience of application from a push- The aerosol cleaner, according 
study for undergraduate or graduate . . | 

degrees, for satisfying prerequisites, button, self-spraying container. to its manufacturer, can also be 

for makeup, or refresher courses. An aerosol version of a product used to remove both oily and 
Graduate and undergraduate courses : : ‘ 

in the College of Engineering are of- which already has proved success- water-soluble soil from painted sur- 

fered tn the fel dss Or ries ful in brush-type liquid applica- faces before refinishing and will 
ARCHITECTURE tions, the solvent-cleaner washes help remove wet paint stains, oil, 
ARCHITECTURAL ENGINEERING ‘ ‘ . 
CHEMICAL ENGINEERING off as readily with sea water as and grease spots from clothing and 
CIVIL ENGINEERING i atey owas ' FLEOTRICAL ENGINEERING with fresh water, the manufacturer —_ upholstery. 
ENGINEERING PHYSICS 
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING Sn 

Classroom, laboratory, library and ape — oo ae, 

other teaching facilities are unexcelled P a Cee cee LU 
C . ‘ : So a = —Srt—‘“O SS i 
in the Rocky Mountain region. Regu- 2 — &-  . 
lar teaching staffs are supplemented by y b - Vee ee eee Le .=——EOUOOL_mG 

visiting lecturers from other institu- | |... ss a rr— 
tions and industry. Special research i | _— ' oe oe . 

projects and seminars offer opportunity | St | ee a a 

for creative work. 2). tae Sood’ — . a #4 
All courses offered by the College of : a ee ee oe . —— ye 

Engineering run for ten weeks— | A ayn 4 ES ® a Te fo a 

ee of | | gy Ts ee. UV 
JUNE 17 to AUGUST 27 | ed a A ew A 
Other University courses are offered for five- ont ee O“*“ ‘c-  ~ere: fe 
week or ten-week terms, June 17-July 22; ee Oe ae Pea | 
July 25-August 27.) Te / a AN) ie 6 lg es pa ae | 

The University’s own Recreation Depart- Ll ee ee ee eo i 
ment offers a planned program which sup- OB. he tr CBee be ea 

plements. education. Students have ample [Wey a ve itl : Ji era ti) 
opportunity to see scenic Colorado. Drives a Ui. im cs A SC Icont 4 . i Re 
over spectacular mountain highways; week- Lf re oe Fe eC ean | 
end climbs to nearby peaks with experienced : oo om Ne Fn 
guides; easy hikes to adjacent mountain spots; LE eo ia Te ca | cer 1 ; 
steak fries and picnics, and campfire enter- Big: ie ye he : : ews 7) ae 
tainment near mountain streams, are all part a | TEN a OT Pa ae gh la 
of the program. re i ved a Zen eer 

Typical tuition and fees for the 10-week Fe | y , La Ne en a 
Engineering program are $105, she charge is pe ee momen fo a ee 2 OE 

letermined by the number of hours carried. i y ay ~~ —— Ce 

Living accommodations are available in naan ame . een otc | 7 
attractive, and {spacious University, résidesice ee ten eee 1 2 | 

alls, private homes, fraternity and sorority So aT Spee ai Ge 
houses’ and student rooming houses. ‘Typical 2 ae — a 4 
oom and board rates are $170 for 10-week 3 oe ae ee Sc 

Choose the University of Colorado this Se Se — 
summer. Combine makeup, refresher or PR a ms 
graduate courses with a Colorado vacation. 0 

ee a A 
I FILL OUT AND MAIL THIS COUPON § SOUND ABATEMENT CHAMBER FOR SABER F-100 
§ TODAY FOR FURTHER INFORMATION & ny ‘ 5 : . 
1 I The sound of careful pre-flight fighter juts through an opening in 

Direct f the S Si » M. 47 . + “ a a 

I University of ‘Colorado, Boulder, Ray 2A | operations, the last production the silencer unit where it is fitted 

I Please send Engineering College information. & | step for F-100 Super Sabres, is with a nearly sound-proof asbestos 

: VBRF WE Elcmsemnerocractamcensecemacemtememen ; sharply reduced in this sound collar. The Super Sabre’s J-57 en- 

Hse and N a | abatement chamber on North gine is tested alone in another 

a i | American Aviation’s flight line at sound abatement facility before it 

B City State 1} Los Angeles International Airport. is installed in the fighter. 
Se | | The tailpipe of the super-sonic (Continued on page 54) 
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Jerry Loucks asks: A a CU 
is C—Ort—‘“OOw”OCOOCrsSrs—SSsSCisiTrisi‘sPc i lL 

work wouldI do (§; | #  '™ 
|e r,t  Lr—E' 2 i4 = —hmhm 
—  —r—O—O _ | ,rrt—~sS ay 

1 UC r—S i 
— FF > fy © rrr le a r~—~— 

with Du Pont? ii ee 

R. GERALD LOUCKS is currently working toward his M.S. in 

Chemical Engineering at Carnegie Institute of Technology. Jerry 
has served as president of his student chapter of A. I. Ch. E. and 

CE r—eO participated in intramural sports—besides finding time to play 
| 4 - | the trumpet in the R.O.T.C. and Kiltie bands. Right now, Jerry 
L — | is giving a lot of thought to the selection of an employer. 

| ta. Charlie Lounsbury answers: 

| i | “| There is a great variety of first assignments at Du Pont, 
: . . Jerry, depending on a man’s field of training and the gen- 

1 f re he h lected. F le, I und eral area of work he has selected. For example, I under- 
CHARLES W. LOUNSBURY, ac at stand you're interested in plastics, and you might start in 
Du Pont’s Chambers won fot Seal Enel. development work on plastics, as I did. I worked with a team 
before he teesived his BS. in Hemica ve of more experienced engineers to increase the capacity of 
neering <from Rensselaer Poly. Inst. in 19 . equipment used in producing “Lucite” acrylic molding 
Since then he has taken an M.S. from oe powder. This was a natural prelude to my next major 
Tech., and has been continuously employed on assignment, where I acted as a liaison between Du Pont’s 

. interesting assigntients: at ‘various x era Design Division and the plant group—on the design of a 
plants. Today Charlie Lounsbury 18 SGNnice. new plant for making another form of “Lucite’’ plastic. Superintendent of the Grasselli, N. J., plant of . 
Du Pont’s Grasselli Chemicals Department. Or take research work. Here a new man is generally 

assigned to minor research problems until he becomes fa- 
miliar with the general features and requirements of an 
industrial research program. 

WANT TO KNOW MORE about working with A young man interested in sales may start in a plant or 
Du Pont? Send for a free copy of “Chemical laboratory dealing with the products he will later sell; or 
Engineers at Du Pont,” a booklet that tells he may join a group of trainees to learn selling techniques 
you about pioneering work being done in right from the start. 

chemical engineering—in research, process . * . .. 
development, production and sales. Write Aman aiming for production supervision may first spend a 
to E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co. (Inc.), year or so in laboratory or plant development work. Or he 
2521 Nemours Building, Wilmington, Del. may start as an operator—in a plant producing nylon or 

‘“Dacron’’ polyester fiber, for example. In this way he ob- 
tains firsthand knowledge of his process, and establishes a 
bond of mutual respect with the men he’ll be working with 
on his major assignments later. 

In general, Jerry, a man is chosen for a specific job within 
Ses RECS the scope of his major field of study. His first assignment is 

BETTER THINGS FOR BETTER LIVING . . . THROUGH CHEMISTRY intended to help him make the best use of his abilities as 
WATCH ‘“‘CAVALCADE OF AMERICA”’ ON TELEVISION promptly as possible. 
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Engineer Salaries Science Highlights 

(Continued from page 50) (Continued from page 52) 

and the principles of science and engineering knowl- FOR FISHERMEN ONLY 

edge are required, and the subordinate positions The Soviet Fishing Authority has placed a substan- 

involving primarily work of a routine nature. tial radio order with a British firm for transmitters, 
all-wave receivers, combined medium and short-wave 

Conclusion direction finders and associated units. The units will be 

In order to improve the quality of services rendered used on a ee sea fishing vessels, now under con- 

by engineers both in State services and in private SEPUCHON TN UNUSSHA. 

employment, your committee makes the following 

recommendations: MACHINES IN MOTHBALLS 

1. That heads of state departments and other em- The Air Forces will mothball 110,000 of its present 

ployers of engineers review the qualification standards 120,000 production machines at termination of present 

required for all positions involving engineering, deter- contracts. Tools will be stored either near present users 

mine those positions requiring the application of pro- plants or in government warehouses. 

fessional skill and training, and designate appropriately ! 

the grade for cach position. The committee believes X-RAYS MEASURE ALUMINUM FOIL 

the WSPE 1952 Classification Schedule will be helpful Housewives can thank X-rays to a great extent for 

in arriving at a proper grading of such positions. that multipurpose aluminum foil which they use for 

2. That the salary scales attached to the various everything from wrapping food to making Christmas 

grades be not less than the values recommended in the tree ornaments. 

1952 Schedule. Although only one-half the thickness of a newspaper & ) Pap 

3. That both stafl members of engineering colleges page, it is strong and will not tear easily. 

and employers of engineering students endeavor to This thickness is gauged by an X-ray measuring 

impress upon every engineering student and engineer device. Sheets of foil, traveling at a speed of 40 per 

the full importance of the recognition of the profes- hour are measured to two-thousandths of an inch, or 

sional status of the engineer both by himself and by one fourth the thickness of a human hair, as they pass 

the public he serves. It is only by making our entire down the production line in aluminum foil plants. 

membership fully aware of the importance of the acts An X-ray beam passes through the sheets of foil at a 

of individual members in such recognition that the known intensity. Should the thickness of the foil be 

professional stature of engineers can be fully attained. other than specified, the beam will travel through the 

‘This report was signed by the following warn bers metal at an irregular flow. This is recorded on a con- 

af the womniittes who-were present at the meeting on trol panel to notify manufacturers of the undesirable 

“ — thickness. 
January 28, 1955. END MEEEESS 

_ AUTOS FROM SPAIN 
—————————————— | 

| A Spanish automobile firm, Sociedad Espanola de 

E V A N S | Automoviles de Turismo, plans to produce 10,000 cars 

| a year “within a very short time.” Ultimately, when the 
Radio and Television market can absorb them, the firm plans to produce 

° | 200,000 cars annually. 

Sales and Service | 
sae WHAT ABOUT SHEETS? 

‘ : The Army’s “Honest John” artillery missiles are pro- 
dison’s Oldest ’ ) 

Ma tected with electric blankets prior to firing. The 
Television Dealer blankets keep the missiles’ explosive charge at proper 

<> temperature. 

720-724 University Avenue ABUNDANCE OF HEAT ENERGY 
Dial 5-7294 World resources of uranium and thorium promise 22 

— times as much heat energy as those of gas, petroleum 
and coal combined. 

Remember, there is no substitute for experience. 
(Continued on page 56) 
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STORY TELLER... great group of specially edited magazines devoted to 
Findi h saiOE . difficult the specialized work areas of men who want to man- 

ic ang the origin’ gages 1s as cilliculy as enumer- age better, research better, sell better, buy better. 
ating the types of service for which they are used. But 

a Des Of gages have one thing in common... they COMMUNICATION IS OUR BUSINESS... 
ell a story. They indicate what’s going on in inacces- 

sible areas . . . or measure things you cannot see. Many of the textbooks in which you are now studying 

Whether actuated by physical force, electrical im- the fundamentals of your specialty bear the McGraw- 
pulse or mechanical means . . . whether fixed or port- Hill imprint. For McGraw-Hill 1s the world’s largest 
able . . . gages are indispensable to modern civiliza- publisher of scientific and technical works. 
tion. They measure the potential of power or pressure ric pe leave an you ee ee bie 
. .. the degree of heat . . . the force, flow or level of abreast of developments In your chose Ssion. 
liquids or gases . . . the strength of solids. Then one of McGraw-Hill’s many business magazines 

will provide current information that will help you 

MASTER OF MYSTERY... in your job. 

In industry, gages have replaced guesses. Physicists, 

designers, chemists, metallurgists, mechanical and 

electrical engineers, and a host of technicians and 

craftsmen have sired this scientific servant . . . to al 
work in power and processing plants, in mines and ¢ 
mills, on highways and skyways, on and under water. 

A gage never works alone. Only when it has a point PUBLISHING co MPA NY, INC. 
. of contact can it function. And minds, too, must have 

a point of contact that will render the behind-the- S90 WERE dand STREEY 

scene reports of industry’s status. Here, in America, i) NEW YORK 36, N.Y. i} 
that function is fulfilled in our all-seeing, all-hearing 
and reporting Inter-Communications System. 

THE AMERICAN INTER-COM SYSTEM... (aaa 

Complete communication is the function, the unique 

contribution of the American business press . . . a HEADQUARTERS FOR TECHNICAL AND BUSINESS INFORMATION 
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. ‘ er : . taht 
Ball Bearing 7, Wi atl’ | Ssience Highlights 

LOS CH g ee 4 (Continued from page 54) 

Talk about a “quiz whiz"...here’s the ball _— Yoo sa ’ “ 
bearing torque tester that’s in a class by itself! 2. ere ee : 

_ — —rrt~—~”~—~—CN c @&€=5 6 )6= 4 eal : ‘ ——=—C—S—~—~SC—tsti‘_OOO iF com" \ 4 oS 

Ck a eS eeeetti(<‘i‘i‘“ ae. ( Pet ey Ye = CC a a sLUrC . ee es er ern (CED) ee — rrrrti—SS . Serr TSO ee ee La 

_ SA: AS ll Eo 
 —. =. oN .  r~—~—S pe ae 

~ ee a —a-.l”Utrtéi‘COCOCO ‘ 
.—.._—s«_ac: zaCX rrrrsSsi‘CSONOsSS ee ~— = ELLIPSOGRAPH 

Now you can draw circular or 
By simplifying inspection, this Fafnir-developed, slow . . + « * 5 
running ball bearing torque tester shrinks the chances of cylindrical objects ar 3-D in a 
error. Unlike some torque testers which require scores of NOTICE matter of seconds with the mathe- 
readings to produce similar information, the Fafnir Torque . sae * 7 
Tester requires only one revolution of the bearing outer A Motion-soung py; matically correct, Fowler Ellipso ring to record such characteristics as running torque in tyamatizing high feinaets graph. 
gram-centimeters, bearing defects (if any), where located Manufact, in - ai a er: j (inner or outer ring), and the presence of dirt or exces- of Fatnir Ball Bean oe Bay and. Simple Io apenite, His nie eccentricities fab : Gallabie to engineering new precision instrument enables 

ie development of a better means of measuring instru- es. Write . « — * lelle. 
ment bearing torque is but one of many Fafnir contribu- ue for Aetaits, anyone, whether a novice or skilled 
tions to the ball bearing industry. The Fafnir Bearing draftsman, to draw consistently 
Company, New Batam) Conn. oa perfect ellipses of any desired size 
FA oa || i FR BALL BEARINGS(S; and degree. A pin point up to 7 

a . oa | MOST COMPLETE LINE IN AMERICA a7 inches or 0° to 90 ellipses—all the 

: way from a straight line to a full 
fl Now is the time to get the 4 \ i circle are made with pencil or ink 

4 G M4 tad in one fast operation. 
Ft LIFE-LONG fey X SS ! | | Designed by one of the nation’s 
i: AAAS | 2 a top draftsman-engineers, this re- H OR 8 <i is ree | CAS \N Vee Ai i markable new tool is the answer 
t Y q NS oa ee : 

| EL) y MX MoH Had to many requests by industry for a 

e | ie IT I Wa eS “Tl hal device that would enable inexperi- 

a : (/- Z— Hes enced personnel to produce com- 

| Dau | 4 plicated three dimensional draw- 

ne Your tools of tomorrow should A WIM | ings quickly and efficiently. Hither- 
ie be your tools of today. When you graduate and start i} | to regarded as too costly and time | 
ney upon your own career you will find that the top | i consuming for the experienced | 
Hey engineers, architects and designers use CastELL— ff ff ff draftsman, the Ellipsograph en- 
|mi| cither the famous wood pencil or LocktirE Holder | 8 ied ables anyone to transpose ortho- 
E | with 9030 lead. | i i graphic flat plans to pictorial draw- 
HES . . h d 2/0 ings with perspective. Hours of 

He Cateye ‘s smoot ers stronger, lays own ereater HI hi ME constructional drawings are elimi- 
Ne a of graphite on the drawing. It is uniformly ! Hl le nated as well av a multitude of 

} | excellent in all 20 degrees, 8B to 10H. HB | Fl templates. No mathematical calcu- 
oe . . Bl iil : see i 

Ha You study in a fine school, taught by outstanding ff §f iIfsi— | lations are necessary, since self- 

| professors. Does it make sense to work with inferior F EY | E calculating charts are provided for 
ih tools? Order CasTELt, world’s standard of quality, Hill every possible ellipse situation— 

| from your College Store, stationer or art supply store. rt | | i even for isometric ellipses. 
i BWW The Fowler Ellipsograph is made 
i ¢ fl Sle L 2 H iS of fine precision machined steel 

LA | . q nt with important working _ parts 

j on aan GRE lt chrome-plated to insure a life-time 

the d ~ 4 j of efficient service. Measuring 534” e drawing penci 
| with the Moster Degrees Ui eT CO CU LULU SPL x 1344” it costs only $22.50. END 
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Tue PETROLEUM INDUSTRY seeks constantly air to produce ammonia. Standard has there- 

to extract the ultimate in valuable and useful fore completed plans to enter this important 

products from every barrel of crude oil. And chemical manufacturing field. 

progress along this line in one area frequently Anhydrous ammonia and nitrogen solutions 

brings with it advances in other related areas. are increasingly favored by midwestern farmers 

For instance, improved catalytic reforming and fertilizer processors as sources of nitrogen. 

methods developed by Standard Oil have This nitrogenous soil enrichment raises crop 

increased high octane gasoline yields. This yields and farm profits. 

improvement is accompanied by substantial Young scientists and engineers enjoy work- 

increases in available by-product hydrogen, ing where such constructive projects are 

which can be combined with nitrogen from the constantly discussed, planned, and developed. 

Standard Oil Company 
910 South Michigan Avenue, Chicago 80, Illinois 

alt, 
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. We 
Wind Tunnels $ MTL, 
(Continued fro jaae' 13) A a“ a >> 

. \ C'“ Ale _| “<< 
with four super-sonic tunnels, including a 10 by 10 ft. ‘ <4 o ae" > > . 

tunnel capable of speeds up to Mach 3.5. ee rl “Oe 
U. S. Air Force. The largest existing wind tunnel |& io © > mo) 

center, outside of the NACA, is the Wright Develop- | 2. ; Fs i. ae 

ment Center near Dayton, Ohio. It contains three sub- | le io 

sonic tunnels, including a 20 ft. circular jet tunnel with iS : f Nv 
air velocities up to 425 mph. : al is S as Sa 

Now under construction and in partial operation is iS Nama | | 
the Arnold Engineering Development Center at Tul- ‘ vast ys \ ey Le 

lahoma, Tennesee. When completed AEDC will oper- x i ‘| ue pee] = Tm | 
ate some 14 test units in its three major divisions: En- a aK aif Z| en a |) 

% i ee are A 
gine Test Facility (ETF), Gas Dynamics Facility oO ie. | Wy Bee: io 4 

(GDF), and Propulsion Windtunnel (PWT). LY) ea ee : Ps 

Recently completed is the ETF which was developed ag, 3 ee te 4 Z ae 

in Germany during the war and was shipped to this Fig. 1V.—Transonic Circuit—of the Propulsion Wind Tunnel 
country as reparations. Redesign and new equipment facility nears completion at the Air Research and Development 

have raised the air capacity to about 300 lb. per sec. Commands development center. The tunnel at this point is 55 

Altitude capability has been almost doubled from the — feet in diameter. 
original 45,000 ft. The four test calls, 12.5 ft. in size type tunnel (2-5 min) with a speed range between 
will be used to carry on research and development of | Mach 1.2 and 5.0. Also in operation is GDF-A with a 
turbojets, turboprops, and ramjets. In addition to ETF, 40 by 40 jet. The most impressive of the three facilitics, 

the Ram Jet Addition (FJA), now in early construction PWT will consist of two 16 by 16 ft. tunnels, one tran- 

stages, is for the testing of large remjets. sonic and one supersonic. The transonic tunnel is sched- 

The GDF will consist of four super and hypersonic — uled to make its first runs late this year. The purpose of 
tunnels with speeds up to Mach 10.0. The first tunnel the PWT is to test full scale powerplants as installed in 

in operation, called E-1, is a 12 by 12 in. intermittent — their airframes. END 

by WHAT ABOUT 4 FUTURE? 
4 

W " OSCAR MAYER & CO. HAS A “GET AHEAD" pLan 
OF SPECIAL INTEREST TO WISCONSIN MEN 

Oscar Mayer & Co. is one of the nation’s ten Opportunities are open to graduates in the follow- 
. . . ° ing fields: 

leading meat processors, with plants in Madison, MANAGEMENT DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM, leading 
Chicago, Davenport, Philadelphia, and Los Angeles. to a career in production or sales management 

Its growth has been steady and substantial, resulting PRODUCT CONTROL, with positions in Chemical 
* fi . itude ¢ d | Engineering, Chemistry, Food Technology, Bacteri- 
in large measure from a progressive attitude toward employee slogy,or Animal Husbandry 

relations, technology, and product development. See your PLANNING AND ENGINEERING, offering a career 
Placement Director for further information about in Mechanical Engineering . 

O M &C dit INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING, with a future in In- 
scar Mayer 0., and iis programs. dustrial Engineering or Business Administration 

qstal,| OSCAR MAYER & CO. mansow:, wsconsin 
OC! Lee nr 

ee hl. _ PS ee Re 

a 5 . ee 2 f Rae te es Rcd gto a — 

ae <r See ere: Sia ae 0 — ia” <_< ee 1 ee 
en alr ah ne ee rage a +p I ‘ 5 pene terns es oe) ME I a eg a 

Lot ae occas pa ee i) ee ee : ne cr — eo es « 
ed “leech age nC a ee ET ae Oe 

i -  S = eee ele eS ee see nr RE i *... aes nee. 
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XN 
by Sneedly, bs’59 ( 

nee ZY 
Due to an oversight by the secretary who took Sneed- Y 

ly’s dictation last month, the deadline on the $5.00 prob- 
lem was given as March 15; the correct date should have 
been April 15, 1955. Sneedly has taken precautions to 
prevent such gross errors in the future—that damn secre- 

tary is collecting unemployment insurance back in Monroe. 

Last week Sneedly was picking up points in Experi- 

mental Psychology and came across the following prob- 
lem: Well, actually, he didn’t come across it, he was For any prizes in functional literature, Sneedly can 
thrown into it head-first. It was an experiment in de- be reached c/o The Wisconsin Engineer. 

duction, held appropriately just before April 15. Sneedly It took a Journalism student to do it, but as Sneedly 

was placed at the head of a column of five people, all told you last time, the bad penny of the twelve can be 
of whom were facing in the same direction. Upon each determined in three weighings on a simple balance. 

person’s head the psych grad student placed either a Here’s how it’s done: 

white or red cap and told all of them that there were 1234567891011 12 (the pennies numbered ) 
three red and two white caps. Since each person could Fase wae 

not see the cap on his own head and only those on the yd oe : 
. ae (1) 1234 vs.5678 even 

heads in front of him, each was to deduce the color of : (2)123 vs. 91011 
Mickeap un. Neon hee (3) Keeping a record of how the pointer on the 

At first glance under such an arrangement, good old belen 8 eS ; P inert li 
Sneedly didn’t stand a chance. However, the grad stu: alanice eninge the bad nepny-ean be tema i 
. a eee one more weighing. 
dent first asked the third man the color of his own cap. (a) If = . Seg ack shine was even, then 12 
The third man truthfully answered, “You've got me, was tee bad nee Gna anne weighing 
buster!” After a long, long wait, the M&Met immedi- . aoe a h wa BE exons li ht or 
ately behind me said, “Da-a-a, I don’ know neider.” (I WOnle. Sieben SU URRIEr 20 5S HEtiet 

eo oe . heavy. 
don’t know how he got into a psych class, unless per- (b) if a second, eis Was BRAVE: 
haps he was a subject for another experiment.) The eliminate 9. and set up the balance as 
psych major conducting the experiment interpreted for follows: ee ME _ 
me and said, “You may assume that he was telling the 4 10 3 vs. 1211 
situation as he saw it; that is to say, he was telling the ie Game bs . hi he balances had 
absolute, 100% truth, by jumpin’ jingo.” y remembering ‘now fhe eee na 

Stopping to think for just a moment, giant wheels ee ee Po 
spinned rapidly in Sneedly’s head. “......!” he yelled, was heav or i he. a : —_ 

and the gallery broke out into a tremendous ovation. d < . y . i , k Jeter 
When interviewed later, Sneedly replied, “It was really oan ued & Using ; Spe tine _ can cener- 
nothing, though I admit that there aren’t many who Mine the bad penny in three weighings i 

could have done the same thing in my shoes.” 123 4 vs. 5 6 7 8 were uneven, 

oes Of course, with all these clues, you cannot help but 
This is no puzzle, or shouldn't be. Having passed  citain the right answer. Ah, such is life! 

French la last semester, Sneedly decided to put it to a ae 
use. This is what Sneedly has come up with—a little Here’s the best problem of the year: 

verse to help remember the value of pi to thirty places. Who in the h. .. is Sneedly? 

Each of the thirty words CONTAINS the appropriate num- No prizes will be given for the answer, ‘cause let's 
ber of letters so that by counting them up, word after face jt, Sneedly is a prize in himself. Any answers or 

word, one can answer that pi equals 3.1415926 tee ete. reasonable facsimiles will become the property of 
eo yn nome utile aux sages! Sneedly and none can be returned. All answers sent by 

Qui de ton jugement peut sonder la valeur? mail will be strictly confidential. Oral answers will be 

Pour noi ton probleme eut de pareils advantages.” discreetly disregarded. END 
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by I. R. Drops 

Ohm On the Range M. E. “Tell me Joe, how can you keep drinking that 

Oh give me an ohm coffee in the cafeteria every morning?” 

Where the impedances roam C. E. “It’s easy, I take a spoon full of saniflush once 

Where the fields are not fluxy all day a week.” 
Where you'll never see nl 

A field without phi, An Engineer was getting ready to go to a dance, and 

And the flux is not leaking away. his house mother noticed that he got dressed in a 
Ohm, ohm on the range, record time. “Son” she asked accusingly, “Did you take 
Where the flux is not charging all day; a bath?” 

Where never is seen “No, Mom,” came the reply. 

A shunt field machine “Now listen, son,” she demonstrated. “You wouldn't 

With its armature running away. go to a dance without taking a bath would you?” 

ve 8 “Why not,” the engineer replied, “It isn’t formal.” 
When a conductor of a Long Island local came ao 

through the train collecting ti ; : 
_— cnflinte onsite a en The gas company advertised in a local newspaper: 

Suddenly the man next to him laughed and said, “Al Wanted: Hard-boiled, beauty-proof, woman-hater to 
J ghed and said, : . 

a " i % read meters in sorority houses. We haven't made a cent 
you are holding your ticket in your teeth.” The con- : 

ductor punched the ticket and moved on down the this year. ove 

aisle. “Al you sure are getting absent minded lately,” ea qs ys . : , 
remarked the friend. “Absent minded nothing,” whis- Sadi, did you Stop at the postal office this morning 

pered Al angrily. I was chewing off last year’s date.” and git the mail? 
eee “Yeah, Pa.” . 

“ ‘ ai 
Stories about a succession of child marriages in the “Whered fee put a » 

feudin’ country down South started Eva Nelson think- T didn’t, there weren't none. 

ing of the time a Blue Ridge mountaineer fell ill. The oe 
doctor reassured the patient’s worried husband, “That “What was the hardest thing you learned in college?” 

little wife of yours'll be perfectly all right in a couple asked the M.E.’s father, 
of days, son. She’s just teething. “How to open beer bottles with a quarter,” replied 

eo 6 the prodigal son. 

I like exams, oe 
I think they’re fun “Hello, Honey, I could hardly wait to tell you what's 
I never cram, and happened . . . Dad’s cut off my allowance, I had to sell 

I don't flunk one— my car and drop my fraternity, but we can still have 

I’m the teacher. fun just... Hello? ... Marilyn? ... Hello... 
oe & a ee 

He: “You remind me of the ocean.” “Heard you were moving a piano, so I came over to 

She: “You mean I’m wild, romantic, and restless?” help.” 

He: “No, you make me sick.” “Thanks, but I’ve already got it upstairs.” 

eee “Alone?” 

Soldier: “Say fellow, you think you are a pretty hard “Nope, hitched a cat to it and drug it up.” 

guy, don’t you?” “You mean your cat hauled that piano up two flights 
Marine: “Your darn right. I wasn’t born, I was of stairs? How could a cat pull a heavy piano?” 

quarried.” “Used a whip!” 
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b 1922—Roll-out of a Boeing-built fighter a - s pein! 

a a ete ee So: a [_— 

i ee eat RY Ns SNe _ Vee , rll LS UU 

tee ic a =_ . a: . = 4 POUR ee Posey A #©2C«azs - . Ole 
ain Ree gh heat —- «4 _ 0h 0h—t—<—~—Ssts— 

ae ard F.,—r—CO—CUUC EP's ee cee vo L a emer 

fe a -— y 2. ae Re 

ye fs lr.rrlrlrtrt~—~S—C‘C;S* | aes A 
- OT 4 — ——. - Ae, 4 oy , Poe 

: eB ; —C cael Urt~C~—CyCS“COZZCS ae gf oe wef pn - 

3 _ ery er le 

1954 —Roll-out of America’s first jet transport, the Boeing 707 

P ° e 
rogress is a Boeing-career hallmark 

From the earliest days of aviation, Boeing bomber, and the 707, America’s first jet for five or more years; 25% for 10 or 
engineers have produced an impressive transport. Boeing engineers continue to more years, and 6% for 15 or more years. 

0) _creati OO cote? tna) & * *. si “ . . 
pe eee ee firsts includ design “years ahead,” doing research on Here are other advantages: Boeing 
ae the ta merica’s rst Jet transport, —_ nuclear-powered aircraft. They are also promotes from within and holds regu- 
shown above. developing a new Air Force defense Jar merit reviews to assure individual 

Boeing’s 38-year history of Research, | weapons system, based on the Boeing recognition. Engineers are encouraged 
Design and Production progress has con-_ F-99 Bomarc pilotless interceptor. These to take graduate studies while working 
tinuously opened up new career oppor- long-range programs project Boeing prog- and are reimbursed for all tuition 
tunities for engineers. Today Boeing ress far into the future. expense. 
employs more engineers than even at the : op as schnic: aduates at Boei x mk oe World War Il One measure of the satisfaction of 1 a gmat getusies at Boeing, 28% 

P = . Boeing careers is given in the chart 49% Elec vical, 19% heron < Ne and . , - . : : % Electrica 9 eronautical, At Boeing you’d work with engineers below. It shows that 46% of Boeing 0% tea tie 3 1 Cronautic a lof 
who developed: The world’s first all- engineers have been with the company 9% Givi PP RET EINAINEST 18 SOMPLSCE O 
metal, 3-mile-a-minute commercial trans- ° other engincenng graduates, physicists 
port. The first pressurized airliner. The tans 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% and mathematicians. . : os 
first effective four-engine bomber (the 39+ For further Boeing career information 
B-17). Today’s fastest operational 54 consult your Placement Office, or write: 
bomber (the six-jet B-47). The even 10% JOHN C. SANDERS, Staff Engineer — Personnel 
more advanced B-52 eight-jet global 5+ Boeing Airplane Company, Seattle 14, Wash. 

SEATTLE, WASHINGTON WICHITA, KANSAS 
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by Fritz Callies, m’55 

‘ a Kappa Nu, Tau Beta Phi, and Phi q ie 
See Eta Sigma. He is also a student in of 

; oe the Air Force ROTC advanced cl ON 

, a a corps, and expects to receive his » 

. |i a commission when he graduates in ie — 

7 ow. June. gs m 
| i) ae : In the past, Dick has pursued co — q — 

wor | his interest in electronics by work- 4 _ > 

ae a ing during the summer with the eg d 

a oe Eastman Kodak Company. After ae - «2 7" * 

KC 3 spending a few years with the Air so oe Cl 

aN _ Force, Dick hopes to enter the -) re ad 

rs a field of servo-mechanisms, which - ke 
| a es is his special interest. eee 

LELAND R. BRIGGS es STEPHEN K. CARTER 

Briggs, a junior Chemical En- _.. vdaaiuia im convene & chant 

gineer, is a member of AIChE and ee : Sreineeee Bory Meoon, aud i 
the captain of the “Chem En- — a | a imember of both ASME and 

gineers” bowling team. His home _ a ts SAE. As a sophomore, he was 

town is Madison, and he knows his / a om io WSPE Editor for the Wisconsin 
way around it rather well, since he | _— Engineer, 
is working his way through school io i eS a He 3s manued and ‘has two litle 

be Cena ‘ mb ene Most of his |  - i Carters: three-year-old Jeanie and 
spare time ua spent collecting and a | af fo four-month-old Steve, Jr. In. the 

tinkering with old radios. . | ww Ao. rest of his spare time he works as 

Briggs is also Past Master Coun- sf - , tea aa acKonntane! 

cilor of the Madison Chapter of y ae Vie ie SS 

DeMolay. AS i Ve we Sailor’s wife: “Remember when 
a ST we were first married—you used. to 
BJORN J. THOMPSON say I had a shape like a beautiful 

Know anything about ice-boat- ship?” 
ing? If you're like most of us, Sailor: “Yeah, but your cargo has 
chances are that you don’t. So why shifted.” 

; _ not take a look at the readable and ae & 
re GE | interesting article, “Ice Boating”, Dear Pop: Everything fine at 

\ So\ by Bjorn Thompson? If you can’t school. I’m getting lots of sleep and 
—- fi get away from your slide rule, am studying hard. Incidentally, ’'m 
Yo uF there are coefficients of friction — enclosing my fraternity bill. Your 

. vet and vectors aplenty to calculate, son, Pudge. 
aoe but, according to the author, the Dear Pudge: Dont buy any 
ae 4 best thing to do with an ice boat is more fraternities. Your Pop, Pop. 
ood ‘ to have fun. And he sounds con- a 8 

vincing. If every boy in the United States 
WCHARD Wo CROTH Bjorn’s a junior in ME,, and in could read every girl's mind, the 

addition to studying and ice boat- gasoline consumption would drop 
Dick, a senior in electrical en- ing, he finds time to be a pole off fifty per cent. 

gineering, is from Appleton, Wis- vaulter on Wisconsin’s track team. eee 

consin. No stranger to the Wiscon- — (Where he is, we hear, a consist- Overheard in Engineers office: 
sin Engineer and its readers, Dick — ent point maker.) After gradua- “The editor just hung himself!” 
was an associate editor last year. tion and the army, Bjorn hopes to “Omigosh! Have you cut him 

Some of his interests and activi- be able to specialize in sales or re- — down?” 
ties include membership in Eta _ search. “Heck no, he isn’t dead yet.” 
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Allison Engineers Pioneer Turbo-Prop Development 

. : _ 4 ge “ALLISON ) Si A is 

x eee oe YC-131€ 

William J. Layne received his B.S. in Aeronautical Engineering from Purdue 
University in 1950. Before joining the Allison engineering staff, he served 
as a captain in the Air Force 1942-46 and 1951-53. Bill, now a Flight Test 
Engineer, is shown taking gas turbine compressor readings from the equip- 

ment used to start turbo-prop engines at the Allison Test Facility in 

Indianapolis. 

Auuson is out in front, leading all U.S. aircraft the Turbo-Liner has been used on demonstration 
engine manufacturers with more turbo-prop flight flights to show the many advantages of a turbo-prop 
experience than has been accumulated by all of the powered transport. To date, the Turbo-Liner has 
nation’s other engine manufacturers combined. made nearly 700 flights and has accumulated nearly 

That’s because Allison—working closely with the 500 hours of flight time. 
military—was a pioneer in the design, development Now available for commercial application, Alli- 
and production of both engines and propellers for son Turbo-Prop engines and their matching Aero- 

turbo-prop aircraft. First flight with an Allison products propellers today are setting new standards 
turbo-prop engine was made in a Boeing B-17G at for transport aircraft in speed, load-carrying ability, 
Indianapolis in 1949. Today, eight different types and economical operations. 

of military aircraft—including the VTO’s—are mak- Looking ahead, with our extensive development 
ing history with the Allison Turbo-Prop. and expansion program, we need more engineers 

The Allison Turbo-Liner, shown above, was to carry on in a field where you'll find unlimited 

America’s first turbine-powered, commercial-type opportunity. We have immediate openings for the 
transport. This flying test bed, which is a Convair well-qualified, technically-trained, young graduate 
240 converted to Allison Turbo-Prop engines and who is interested in starting his engineering career 
Aeroproducts propellers, was the forerunner of with a recognized leader in the industry. Allison 
modern military transports such as the Lockheed representatives are interviewing prospective June 

C-130 and the Convair YC-131C. After its first graduates now. Write for further information: R. G. 
flight in 1950, the Turbo-Liner was used primarily Greenwood, Engineering College Contact, Allison | 
as an engineering flight test aircraft, checking out Division of General Motors, Indianapolis 6, 

problems for military application. More recently, Indiana. 

GN 
Ny, 

iY / C7t DIVISION, GENERAL MOTORS CORPORATION, Indianapolis, Ind. 

_ Design, development and production—high power TURBINE ENGINES, PROPELLERS and ACTUATORS for modern 

aircraft... heavy duty TORQMATIC DRIVES for Ordnance and Commercial vehicles . . . DIESEL LOCOMOTIVE 

_ PARTS . .. PRECISION BEARINGS for gasoline and Diesel engines and special application. 
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“CHEMICAL COBBLERS” — Hercules materials rr ls a help the show industry in many ways in | — e 
their annual manufacture of more than = er : 500,000,000 pairs of shoes. Hercules® ni- ee “ ’ 
trocellulose. ethyl cellulose, and resins go —. — . 
into adhesives, coatings, and stiffening EE n° compounds, Other Hereules products im: iS — prove the processing of insoles, soles, and | pS — heels, give’ bulk and shine to polishes, help = Fem , —rt~—~— 
treat leather, appear in molded plastic [9 em  rr———C—i— rs 

—_ SS 

IV ae i TODAY'S PHONOGRAPH RECORDS are truly plas- Resta aan dba Goud ee tic compositions. Hercules Vinsol® resin, a low 
ro i . i 4 cost thermoplastic, serves as a modifier for film Cc ai Ae ES P forming resins, such as Hercules® ethyl cellu- - 2a. fk. et an OS NOR ee & | oo Z i Be oe fe! Pie a y eee ee oe lose, in many formulations. Kither product may 

| (mre ALYY. ee a also be used, independently, in conjunction 
Pe ‘ “4 Gee + co il ed i. with other materials. 
iw a. *%) Nee hs bt ny ; : 
\aee ld PAR UO Nee ne | _ 4] : | cae. de Nae Ye Ree GSH Ty “T 

P 4s “Vee od Wee a ~ ry ce fom ak te A wl CB ee d yo Gs Pee HN AR ee ge “I eae” PP ek nm J lee ot ee eer a aie al : fe eek 

Ls Be be : FN i a 9 la ON 
A CAREER MORE THAN A JOB is the philosophy behind Hercules? personnel policies. To oe: . a 3d assist employees in their efforts to attain security for themselves and their families, : > 2 7 Hercules personnel program includes a liberal vacation plan, a disability benefit plan, en Ft—“‘C accident and sickness insurance, a hospital-surgical plan, group life insurance, and other | ._ 
benefits, A comprehensive personnel program is only one of several good reasons why [_ 
many turn to Hercules for positions with a future, 4 

HERCULES POWDER COMPANY us i 
963 Market St. Wilmington 99, Delaware. Sales Offices in Principal Cities yf [ Ee R C 4 Me b By eS 
SYNTHETIC RESINS, CELLULOSE PRODUCTS, CHEMICAL COTTON, TERPENE 
CHEMICALS, ROSIN AND ROSIN DERIVATIVES, CHLORINATED PRODUCTS, af 

‘gua EXPLOSIVES, AND OTHER CHEMICAL PROCESSING MATERIALS CHEMICAL MATERIALS FOR INDUSTRY 
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PHOTOGRAPHY AT WORK—No. 14 in a Kodak Series a —— 
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Necklace of Linde Star Rubies and Diamonds worn at the Coronation of H. M. Queen Elizabeth TI. 

> 

‘ >» =y >» rf > ‘tT a Y Man made gem S P CrTeCct as 

‘ fi 7 natures finest— 

created with the aid of ‘photography’ keen eye 

Linde Air Products Company measures rare fabulous Linde “Stars”—man-made counterparts of one 
elements as close as 2 parts in a million of nature’s rarest gems. 

with the spectrograph to produce This is the way photography is working in small 
star sapphires and star rubies more nearly companies and large, in laboratories, on production 

perfect than natural gems. lines, in offices and drafting rooms. It is saving time, 
reducing error, cutting costs, improving production for 

Wartime instruments called for millions of synthetic all kinds of business and industry. 
jewel bearings. But supplies from Europe ‘were. shut off. Graduates in the physical sciences and in engincer- 
So at Uncle Sam’s request, Linde, a division of Union ing find photography an increasingly valuable tool in 

Carbide and Carbon Corporation, undertook to create their new occupations. Its expanding use has created 
sapphires and rubies—with photography filling a role many challenging opportunities at Kodak, especially in 
in the intricate technology. the development of chemical processes and the design 

Postwar, Linde went even further. Using the spectro- of precision mechanical-electronic equipment. If you 
graph, a photographic instrument so sensitive it can are a recent graduate or a qualified returning service- 
measure the chemical content of celestial bodies, they man, and are interested in these opportunities, write 
found just the right trace of rare element to create a to Business & Technical Personnel Dept., Eastman 
deep silky star within the stone and thus achieved the Kodak Company, Rochester 4, N. Y. 

Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester 4, N. Y.
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